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Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour ‘grateful’ to get COVID-19 vaccination
By Chip Alexander
Head coach Rod Brind’Amour and a handful of Carolina
Hurricanes players are among the latest wave of people in
North Carolina to be vaccinated for COVID-19.
Brind’Amour said Wednesday he had received his first
COVID vaccination and said some of the players on his team
have done the same.
“On vaccinations, we’re definitely on-board for that and we’re
in the process and had some guys get the first one,”
Brind’Amour said on a media call. “We’re definitely heading
in the right direction.
“I got it. I felt grateful. There are people who have done so
much (and) given of themselves to knock this thing out. So
many people are doing their part. I’m not doing my part by
sticking my arm out, but if that’s what has to happen we’ve
got to do it.”
The Canes had some COVID-19 problems early in the NHL
regular season, which began in January. Captain Jordan
Staal tested positive for coronavirus and five other players
spent time on the NHL COVID protocol list and in quarantine.
Since the return of the six players, there have been no other
COVID-related issues for the Hurricanes. Around the league,
though, some NHL teams have experienced more serious
problems — the Vancouver Canucks had 18 players on the
NHL list on Tuesday. Dallas head coach Rick Bowness was
removed from Sunday’s game against the Canes for COVID
protocols, but has since been cleared because of a false
positive test.
The hope is that the vaccinations, as they become more
widespread, will allow the league to finish up the regular
season and Stanley Cup playoffs without more absences or
game postponements.

“It’s a step in the right direction, it’s progress,” Brind’Amour
said. “It’s doing our part, too. I feel like we have to do our
part to get to some sort of normalcy. It’s great to see it’s
becoming available.”
Brind’Amour noted that PNC Arena is being used a mass
vaccination station and has had thousands drive through to
receive their shots.
“I don’t think it’s gets talked about enough how phenomenal
all these people are who make this happen and have made it
happen,” he said. “We’re moving in the right direction. We
have to keep doing the right things.”
As the coaches and players begin to take their second
vaccination shots, there is something else to consider:
possible side effects. Some people have experienced fatigue
for a period of time after the second shot.
“With the second shot we’d have to be careful with that, how
we space it out,” Canes president and general manager Don
Waddell said recently.
Of note
Brind’Amour said he had no further medical update on
forward Brock McGinn, who left the game Sunday against
Dallas with an upper-body injury and did not play Tuesday
against the Florida Panthers.
Brind’Amour said defenseman Jake Gardiner was close to
returning to the lineup. Gardiner went through the morning
skate with the Canes on Tuesday but has not played since
March 7.
Carolina Hurricanes vs Florida Panthers
When: Thursday, 7 p.m.
Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh.
TV: BSSN (Bally)
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What playing 1,000 NHL games — and fatherhood — mean to the Hurricanes’ Jordan Staal
By Chip Alexander
Editor’s note: This is one in a continuing series of profiles on
the Carolina Hurricanes’ players and staff designed to give
people a better look at the players behind the pads. We’ll be
asking them about hockey, of course, but also about life —
hobbies, interests, special moments — to better understand
what makes them tick.
Jordan Staal of the Carolina Hurricanes will soon play his
1,000th career regular-season game and will do it as the
captain of the Hurricanes. In an exclusive interview with Chip
Alexander of the News & Observer, Staal gives his thoughts
on the milestone, on wearing the “C,” and a glimpse into
other parts of his life and career.
Chip Alexander: You’re coming up on your 1,000th career
game. Is is hard to get your ahead around that number?
Jordan Staal: “No, I mean I’ve been playing for a long time,
so it goes by fast, for sure. I mean it is what it is. I don’t
know, it feels like I’ve been playing for a long time but at the
same time it feels like it goes fast. So obviously it’s an
accomplishment and you see a lot of guys go through it. It’s
been a lot of fun. There’s been a lot of amazing people for
me along the way. I’m excited to kind of get it over with,
though.”
CA: Two brothers in the league. Which is your least favorite
to play against?
JS: “That’s a good question. I guess Eric. I think just because
you’re in each other’s face a little more off the draws. He’s
the same position so you want to outplay the guy. So it
makes for more of a battle. He’s very good for what he does
at center so I try to push my standard to another level.
Probably Eric but Marc can be really annoying as well.
Obviously a very good defenseman so he’s made it hard on
me over the years. We’ve played a lot of hockey against
each other but he was more playing against the top lines so I
didn’t see him too much in Pittsburgh. A little more in
Carolina. But it’s been fun over the years playing against
those guys.”
CA: You’ve been called “Gronk.” Where did that come from
and do you like that nickname?
JS: “I think it started with Colby Armstrong and I think it came
out in my first year (in Pittsburgh). I can see why. Coming in
as an 18-year-old at 220 pounds, it’s kind of unusual. Guys
kind of jumped on that pretty early, pretty quick. I don’t know
if it stuck right away but I know ‘Army’ rode it as long as he
could. It was a little unusual coming in as big as I was and as
young as I was so it was kind of a fitting nickname, I guess.”
CA: Any significance to always wearing No. 11?
JS: “It’s actually been pretty amazing I’ve had it pretty much
my whole career, since I’ve been a kid. Obviously with guys
with tenure and guys wearing it a long time I’ve been
fortunate to have it. I think the original thought and I’ve had
since I was 5 or 6 years old so I don’t know if I had a
decision then. But my dad always wore 12 and Eric wore 12
so maybe I went with the next closest number, is my guess,
is how I stuck with 11.”

CA: In June of 2102 there was a big event in Thunder Bay,
Ontario, Which was the most memorable moment, your
wedding ceremony or finding out you had been traded to
another team with all your Pens teammates there?
JS: “Yeah, it was a weird day. A lot of emotion. I remember
talking to my wife, then my fiance, saying, ‘You figure out this
one day and I’ll try to figure out the rest of our lives here.’ I
knew something might be happening and talking a little bit
with my brother (Eric) and trying to decide our future. It just
so happened that it happened in the middle of our entree.
“It was an interesting night. It turned out to be better than I
thought being able to hang out with these guys. A trade in
the summer you don’t usually see anybody, maybe get a
couple of texts and a couple of calls. Being able to be there
and having a great night and having a few drinks ad being
able to reminisce a little bit and talk about the future and
being able to hang out with those guys actually turned out to
be better than being alone in that summer trade.”
CA: What’s the best thing about being a father?
JS: “There’s a lot of amazing things about being a father.
Personally I would say experiencing stuff all over again.
When they see a fire fly or a shooting star or even a bus
driving by they haven’t seen before, it always seems they’re
experiencing it for the first time and you get to do it with
them. That’s always a fun thing. And then obviously just
teaching them your values and how you carry yourself day to
day and knowing that they’re watching you every day and
learning from you is something I take pride in. My kids have
been an absolute amazing joy to be around and my wife’s
done so much work when I’ve been gone. It’s been an
absolute blessing and I love being a Dad.”
CA: What’s been the best thing or most challenging thing
about being a team captain?
JS: “I guess the best thing is just in having that honor and
knowing the coaching staff and the organization trusts you to
be that guy. There are only so many captains throughout
NHL history to put that on and be a leader, and the
expectations to be a leader is a great honor.
“And it’s challenging. It’s an every-day thing. You’ve got to
bring your own work ethic and your day to day stuff. It’s not
just about you when you have that ‘C.’ It’s about trying to
make sure everyone’s pushed and making sure everyone’s
taken care of and you kind of have an eye on all the guys.
You’re trying to make sure everyone’s good. It’s a fun thing
when you get older to realize how a team ticks and it’s
challenging and some days I’m not very good at it and some
days I’m very good at it. It’s been a really cool ride and I’ve
been very blessed and very happy to be a part of the
leadership group here.”
CA: Where do you keep your 2009 Stanley Cup ring and
when was the last time you wore it or looked at it?
JS: “I can’t remember the last time I looked at it. I’m not a big
guy into that stuff. I think it’s at my parents house, to be
honest with you. I’m not quite sure where it might be but
obviously the memories is what I take out of that stuff.
There’s no greater memories and no better feeling than to
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accomplish your lifelong dream with guys you love battling
with, the guys you love playing with. Having that same
feeling here and building toward that and hopefully make a
push here is what we want. We’ve got guys in this room I
love battling with, playing with, and that makes it fun. That
makes it that much more worthwhile if you get to the end.
CA: What makes you most proud about the work of the Staal
Family Foundation in Thunder Bay?
JS: “We were talking for almost too long about trying to get
something together and we finally pulled the trigger. It was
Tanya’s sister. Tamara, and what she went through and
eventually passed away. That kind of sparked our family to
get involved with that and kids with cancer. And especially in
Thunder Bay that’s been overlooked a bit, I think, and there
was a big niche for us. We were excited about doing that and
it kind of grew into a cool little golf tournament that we
started in Thunder Bay and raised a lot of money. We’ve
done a lot of good stuff with different charities there in
Thunder Bay. It’s just really cool to give back to Thunder Bay
in general. It will always be our family’s hometown and we
always want to be a part of the community there as best we
can and that was one way of doing it.”

CA: You’re into fitness and conditioning but everyone as a
sin food. What’s yours?
JS: “I’m a sweets guy for sure. I think just a good oldfashioned chocolate chip cookie is my go-to. Or just
chocolate in general I think is my sin food. But I like sweets
of all nature for sure.”
CA: You have had a very good season. What’s the strength
of the team in your mind?
JS: “I think our strength is our competitiveness. I think we’ve
got a lot of guys in this room who understand it’s a long
season but if you bring that competitiveness every night
you’ve going to have a good chance to win. Obviously Roddy
(Brind’Amour) is the No. 1 guy for that and he’s brought that
on and brought that culture in for that, but we’ve got guys
that know how to do that. Some nights it’s ugly but some
nights it’s that competitiveness that kind of pushes us over
the top. that gets us that extra little shot or extra chance to
win the game and I think that’s our strength.”
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Hurricanes have trade deadline options
NHL teams can add players until 3 p.m. on Monday
By Cory Lavalette
RALEIGH — In a normal year, the beginning of April would
mean the final games of the NHL’s regular season were
upon us and the start of the playoffs were on the horizon.
But it’s 2021, so nothing is normal and April is trade season.
Because of the late start to the 2020-21 season, the NHL’s
trade deadline has been pushed back to April 12 at 3 p.m.,
and playoff hopefuls and Stanley Cup contenders will be
looking to add pieces that will put them over the top.
That includes the Carolina Hurricanes, who entered
Tuesday’s game home game against Florida three points
behind the Panthers for the top spot in the NHL with two
games in hand.
Historically, the Hurricanes haven’t been shy about making
deadline moves.
GM Jim Rutherford added two key pieces — Doug Weight
and Mark Recchi — during the 2005-06 season, moves that
helped lead to the franchise’s lone Stanley Cup.
Last year, current GM Don Waddell added one rental —
defenseman Sami Vatanen — and two long-term assets,
acquiring both Vincent Trocheck and Brady Skjei on deadline
day.
What will Waddell and the Hurricanes do this year? Here are
the options.
Sell, sell, sell
Carolina has shown it has depth, overcoming an injury to No.
1 goalie Petr Mrazek and top-line winger Teuvo Teravainen
to still be one of the league’s top teams. So with Mrazek
back in the fold and Teravainen inching toward return, why
not get assets for surplus players?
The Hurricanes have three forwards (Jordan Martinook,
Brock McGinn, Cedric Paquette), defenseman Dougie
Hamilton, and goalies Mrazek and James Reimer headed to
unrestricted free agency this offseason, plus they need to
consider what player they may lose in the expansion draft.
Hamilton would fetch a huge return, but trading him would
also run the white flag halfway up the pole on a season in
which Carolina hopes to contend for the Stanley Cup. The
three forwards all have important character roles, and what
would come back in return probably doesn’t justify moving
them.
The trade that could make sense is dealing one of the team’s
three goalies, with Reimer the most likely candidate. But the
Hurricanes have learned this season how valuable

goaltending depth is, and it would likely take a pretty
significant return for Carolina to make a move.
Go shopping
The Hurricanes are always looking for ways to improve, and
— as 2006 proved — you can never have too much talent.
Coming into the season, pundits thought Carolina’s one
weakness was in goal. But considering the Hurricanes have
been at or near the top of the league standings all season
without their No. 1 goalie, it’s inconceivable to think they’d do
something now that they have Mrazek back.
There are some good forwards on the market, including
Taylor Hall, Kyle Palmieri and Mikael Granlund, but the cost
to acquire them could be steep. The Hurricanes could
potentially use an asset like Warren Foegele or Jake Bean
— whose futures in Carolina are both up in the air due to
their contract situation and the expansion draft, respectively
— rather than a high draft pick to make an addition.
The most likely addition would be on defense. The third
pairing of Bean and Haydn Fleury has been serviceable but
not great, and the status of injured Jake Gardiner means
Carolina could at least use some depth.
But again, the expansion draft looms. The Hurricanes
already need to protect Jaccob Slavin and Brett Pesce, and
the third defenseman would right now either be Hamilton (if
re-signed) or Bean. So adding a defenseman with term on a
reasonable deal doesn’t fit unless Carolina is confident it can
re-sign Hamilton and is OK losing Bean to Seattle or in a
trade.
The Hurricanes also have a glut of left-handed defensemen,
so a righty would be on the wish list. Jason Demers, David
Savard and Erik Gudbranson could all bring a defense-first
mindset to the third pairing, and Brandon Montour fits the
mold of a Carolina D even if his stock has dropped in Buffalo.
Vatanen is also a UFA again at season’s end, and Carolina
would know what they were getting with the New Jersey
blueliner.
Stand firm
The Hurricanes stuck with their two goalies when Mrazek
went down. It worked out.
None of the options at forward are better than getting
Teravainen back from injury. And once Teravainen is back in
the lineup, the Hurricanes are loaded with top-nine wings:
him, Andrei Svechnikov, Nino Niederreiter, Martin Necas,
Foegele and Jesper Fast.
A third-pairing/depth defenseman is the biggest need, but
Gardiner could fill that if he’s healthy — and are any of the
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available right-handed players any better than what Carolina
already has?

Coach Rod Brind’Amour loves the attitude and effort he gets
nightly from his group, and he seems ready to ride with the
current roster.
“I would love to just keep it the way it is.”

Preview: Panthers vs. Hurricanes
First place in the Central Division up for grabs
By Michael Smith
The Carolina Hurricanes are set to challenge the Florida
Panthers for first place in the Central Division.
The Match-Up
Florida Panthers (26-10-4, 56 points) vs. Carolina Hurricanes
(26-9-3, 55 points)
Thursday, April 8, 7 p.m.
Watch: Bally Sports South, FOX Sports GO
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
About Tuesday Night
The Canes roared back from behind with four unanswered
goals in the third period to best the Florida Panthers in a 5-2
final. Dougie Hamilton netted a power-play goal 45 seconds
into the third period. Eight minutes later, Jordan Staal scored
the go-ahead goal, and he sealed the victory with an emptynet tally late. The win pulled the Canes within a point of the
Panthers for the top spot in the Central Division.

"We have a lot of individuals who are very competitive and
hate to lose," Staal said. "It might not always be pretty or
perfect but we're going to find a way to compete as hard as
we can and continue to try to find ways to win games."
Numbers to Know
12-2-2: Since 2016-17, the Canes hold a 12-2-2 record
against the Panthers. Carolina is 4-0-1 against Florida this
season.
5: Vincent Trocheck, who has recorded at least a point in
each of the last 11 games he's played (6g, 9a), has scored a
goal in each of the five games against his former team this
season. Trocheck is the only player in franchise history to
score in his first four or more games against his former team
after being traded since the league began tracking trades in
1991-92.
20: After scoring his first power-play goal of the seaosn on
Tuesday night, Dougie Hamilton now has 20 points (4g, 16a)
in his last 19 games. Hamilton ranks first on the team in
assists (26), tied for second on the team in points (31) and
tied for first on the team in power-play points (15).
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Super 16: Avalanche new No. 1, Coyotes enter NHL.com power rankings
Lightning, Golden Knights fall; Blues drop out
By Dan Rosen
The Colorado Avalanche ended the Tampa Bay Lightning
streak of five consecutive weeks at the top of the NHL.com
Super 16 power rankings by claiming the No. 1 spot this
week.
The Avalanche were ranked first by 12 of the 14 participating
staff writers. They were No. 3 last week.
Colorado's move up meant Tampa Bay dropped to No. 2 and
the Vegas Golden Knights fell one spot to No. 3.
The Arizona Coyotes moved into the Super 16 this week,
knocking out the St. Louis Blues.
To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14
participating staff members put together his or her version of
what they think it should look like. Those were submitted and
a point total assigned to each.
The team that was selected first was given 16 points, second
got 15, third 14 and so on down to No. 16, which got one
point.
Here is the Super 16:
1. Colorado Avalanche (26-9-4)
Total points: 219
Last week: No. 3
The Avalanche lead the NHL in points (36) and wins (17) at
home. They have a plus-40 goal differential (88-48) in their
23 games at Ball Arena, including plus-34 (53-19) in 12
home games since March 10, when they're 11-0-1.
2. Tampa Bay Lightning (26-11-2)
Total points: 195
Last week: No. 1
The Lightning have lost two in a row and five of seven since
March 25, scoring 15 goals and going 1-for-18 on the power
play in those seven games. They scored 18 goals in a fivegame winning streak from March 16-23.

Vincent Trocheck has scored a point in the past 11 games
he's played (six goals, nine assists) since Feb. 27. The
forward missed eight games with an upper-body injury from
March 11-27. Petr Mrazek has allowed two goals on 62 shots
(1.00 goals-against average, .969 save percentage, one
shutout) to win his first two starts since returning from a
thumb injury.
5. Florida Panthers (26-10-4)
Total points: 160
Last week: No. 6
Carter Verhaeghe has scored 11 points (five goals, six
assists) and is plus-10 in his past seven games. The forward
had two assists in a 5-2 loss to the Hurricanes on Tuesday
that ended the Panthers' season-long six-game winning
streak.
6. Washington Capitals (25-10-4)
Total points: 151
Last week: No. 4
The Capitals are 14-1-4 in one-goal games this season after
losing 1-0 in regulation to the New York Islanders on
Tuesday, the first time they've been shut out this season.
Alex Ovechkin's next power-play goal will be his 265th,
moving the left wing ahead of Brett Hull into second in NHL
history. He is nine from tying Dave Andreychuk for first.
7. Toronto Maple Leafs (27-10-3)
Total points: 150
Last week: No. 8
The Maple Leafs completed a 4-0-0 road trip with a 5-3 win
at the Calgary Flames on Saturday. They have won five
straight road games and lead the NHL with 14 road wins, 29
road points, a .763 road points percentage and a plus-19
goal differential in road games (64-45).
8. New York Islanders (25-10-4)
Total points: 144
Last week: No. 7

3. Vegas Golden Knights (25-11-2)
Total points: 192
Last week: No. 2

The Islanders got deeper at forward Wednesday by acquiring
Kyle Palmieri and Travis Zajac in a trade with the New
Jersey Devils for forwards A.J. Greer, Mason Jobst, a firstround pick in the 2021 NHL Draft and a fourth-round pick in
the 2022 NHL Draft.

Goalie Marc-Andre Fleury has lost three in a row and five of
six needing one win to tie Ed Belfour for fourth in NHL history
(484).

9. Pittsburgh Penguins (24-13-2)
Total points: 94
Last week: No. 9

4. Carolina Hurricanes (26-9-3)
Total points: 186
Last week: No. 5

The Penguins allowed 15 goals, including four on the power
play, in back-to-back losses to the Boston Bruins (7-5) and
New York Rangers (8-4) after allowing seven in a five-game
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winning streak from March 24-April 1, when they were 16-for17 on the penalty kill.

is 3-0-0 with a 1.95 GAA and .939 save percentage in three
starts in the same span.

10. Minnesota Wild (24-12-2)
Total points: 91
Last week: No. 10

16. Arizona Coyotes (19-16-5)
Total points: 22
Last week: NR

The Wild are 21-7-2 against Honda West Division opponents
remaining on their schedule, including 4-1-1 against the
Golden Knights, and have seven games left against the St.
Louis Blues. Minnesota completed its eight-game season
series against Colorado with an 8-3 win Wednesday.

The Coyotes climbed to fourth in the West Division despite
Darcy Kuemper and Antti Raanta, their top two goalies, each
out with a lower-body injury. Kuemper has missed 15 games
and Raanta has missed eight.

11. Winnipeg Jets (23-13-3)
Total points: 90
Last week: No. 11
The Jets haven't played since losing 2-1 in a shootout to the
Maple Leafs on Friday. They had two games against the
Vancouver Canucks postponed because of NHL COVID-19
protocol. Winnipeg is 12-7-1 on the road this season and
start a five-game road trip against the Montreal Canadiens
on Thursday, but without forward Blake Wheeler. The
captain is out indefinitely because of concussion-like
symptoms and did not make the trip.
12. Boston Bruins (20-10-6)
Total points: 80
Last week: No. 12
Left wing Brad Marchand has scored 11 points (six goals,
five assists) and center Patrice Bergeron has scored seven
(five goals, two assists) in the past five games. Bergeron has
goals in each of the past three, with a hat trick in a 4-2 win
against the Philadelphia Flyers on Tuesday.
13. Edmonton Oilers (24-14-2)
Total points: 61
Last week: No. 13
Connor McDavid has scored 20 points (four goals, 16
assists) in eight games against the Ottawa Senators this
season. The center has scored 15 points (seven goals, eight
assists) in seven games against the Flames, 13 (four goals,
nine assists) in six games against the Jets, 10 (three goals,
seven assists) in nine games against the Maple Leafs, and
eight (five goals, three assists) in five games against the
Canucks. He has two assists in five games against the
Canadiens.
14. Montreal Canadiens (17-10-9)
Total points: 35
Last week: No. 14
The Canadiens are dealing with injuries to goalie Carey Price
(lower body) and forward Brendan Gallagher (thumb). Price
is day to day and didn't make the trip to Toronto for the game
Wednesday after aggravating his injury in a 3-2 overtime win
against the Oilers on Monday. Gallagher is out at least six
weeks after breaking his right thumb in that game. He scored
23 points (14 goals, nine assists) in 35 games this season.
15. Nashville Predators (21-18-1)
Total points: 24
Last week: No. 16
Juuse Saros is 7-2-0 with a 1.21 GAA, .964 save percentage
and two shutouts in nine starts since March 15. Pekka Rinne

Others receiving points: New York Rangers 9, St. Louis
Blues 1
Dropped out: Blues (No. 15)
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM
AMALIE BENJAMIN
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8.
New York Islanders; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Boston Bruins; 13.
Edmonton Oilers; 14. Arizona Coyotes; 15. Nashville
Predators; 16. New York Rangers
TIM CAMPBELL
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Florida Panthers;
6. Washington Capitals; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Boston
Bruins; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. New York Islanders; 11.
Winnipeg Jets; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Minnesota Wild; 14.
Arizona Coyotes; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Montreal
Canadiens
BRIAN COMPTON
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. New York Islanders; 5. Florida Panthers;
6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8.
Minnesota Wild; 9. Washington Capitals; 10. Boston Bruins;
11. Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Arizona Coyotes; 13. Winnipeg
Jets; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. New York Rangers; 16.
Montreal Canadiens
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple
Leafs; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Washington Capitals; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 11. Boston Bruins; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13.
Edmonton Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Arizona
Coyotes; 16. New York Rangers
TOM GULITTI
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Florida
Panthers; 6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Washington Capitals; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Boston Bruins;
11. Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13. Montreal
Canadiens; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. New York Rangers; 16.
Arizona Coyotes
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ADAM KIMELMAN
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Florida Panthers;
6. Washington Capitals; 7. New York Islanders; 8. Toronto
Maple Leafs; 9. Winnipeg Jets; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11.
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Boston Bruins; 14.
Nashville Predators; 15. Montreal Canadiens; 16. New York
Rangers
ROBERT LAFLAMME
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3.
Colorado Avalanche; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Winnipeg
Jets; 11. Boston Bruins; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Nashville Predators; 16.
Arizona Coyotes
MIKE G. MORREALE
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. New
York Islanders; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. Washington Capitals; 7. Florida Panthers; 8.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Winnipeg
Jets; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 12. Montreal Canadiens; 13.
Minnesota Wild; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Nashville Predators;
16. New York Rangers
TRACEY MYERS
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Washington Capitals; 3. Carolina
Hurricanes; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. New York Islanders; 8. Vegas
Golden Knights; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Winnipeg Jets; 11.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Boston
Bruins; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Nashville Predators; 16.
Arizona Coyotes
BILL PRICE
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Toronto Maple
Leafs; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8.

Washington Capitals; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Boston Bruins;
11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Nashville Predators; 16.
Arizona Coyotes
SHAWN P. ROARKE
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Florida Panthers; 6.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Washington Capitals; 8. New York
Islanders; 9. Winnipeg Jets; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Nashville Predators; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Montreal Canadiens; 16. St.
Louis Blues
DAN ROSEN
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Florida Panthers;
6. New York Islanders; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8.
Washington Capitals; 9. Winnipeg Jets; 10. Minnesota Wild;
11. Boston Bruins; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Arizona Coyotes; 16.
Nashville Predators
DAVID SATRIANO
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Toronto Maple Leafs; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Florida Panthers;
6. Carolina Hurricanes; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Washington Capitals; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Winnipeg
Jets; 11. Minnesota Wild; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Arizona Coyotes; 15. Montreal Canadiens; 16.
Nashville Predators
MIKE ZEISBERGER
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Washington Capitals; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. New York Islanders; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs;
8. Florida Panthers; 9. Boston Bruins; 10. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13.
Minnesota Wild; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Nashville
Predators; 16. New York Rangers
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Central Division Weekly Roundup: Battle for final playoff spot heats up
With the Nashville Predators winning 10 of their last 12, they
have rocketed to the fourth place position in the Division.
By Zeke Lukow

the 2021 World Juniors where he also posted a .940 save
percentage en route to winning the gold medal. The
Panthers are immediately able to make up for a potential
loss of Chris Driedger in the expansion draft with this move.

1. Carolina Hurricanes: .724 P% (26-9-3) 55 Points

3. Tampa Bay Lightning: .692 P% (26-11-2) 54 Points

The Carolina Hurricanes moved to first place in the division
(in points percentage). The Canes have been re-energized
by the return of Petr Mrazek, who has now won both games
since returning. He still ranks as the best goalie in the league
in both save percentage and goals-against average. In just
six games played, he has three shutouts, which is tied for
fourth in the league. Philipp Grubauer leads the league with
five shutouts in 32 games played.

The Tampa Bay Lightning have lost five out of their last
seven games played, their worst seven-game stretch of the
season. On Sunday, the Lightning had to turn to goaltender
Christopher Gibson after normal backup Curtis McElhinney
picked up an injury in Saturday’s game. This was Gibson’s
first NHL game since the 2018-2019 season when he played
two games with the New York Islanders. Sunday’s game was
just his 15th career game. Gibson was signed by Tampa this
year after five seasons with the Islanders.

With Brock McGinn out, Rod Brind’Amour has had to blend
the lines. Jesper Fast was up on the top line with Andrei
Svechnikov and Sebastian Aho. It has been great seeing
Fast’s emergence in the past month. In the past 18 games,
he has had four goals and six assists, and his 10 points rank
seventh on the team since the beginning of March with just
one point on the power play. He plays the game right and still
has 32 hits in this same time frame, which ranks fifth. Seeing
him get the opportunity on the top line has been great and
also given the ability to balance the second line.
The second line has also benefitted greatly from getting
Vincent Trocheck back. He has played just 10 games since
the beginning of March, eight less than his teammates, and
still ranks fourth in points and third in goals on the team
during this time. His 1.40 points per game does rank highest
and he is one of three players over a point per game place.
The others are Sebastian Aho and Dougie Hamilton. Now
back for crucial games against the Panthers, he registered
two points last night and is automatic to score a goal against
them tomorrow.
2. Florida Panthers: .700 P% (26-10-4) 56 Points
The Florida Panthers’ six-game win streak ended last night in
their loss to the Carolina Hurricanes. There were a lot of
questions about how they were going to be able to play after
the loss of Aaron Ekblad, but the Panthers have responded
well. The Panthers have also been without Anthony Duclair,
who has been playing a top-six role but has been in and out
of the lineup all season. Duclair has not played since March
30 but is hoping to be able to return on Thursday.
In the past week, the Panthers have also done something
that the Canes have been unable to do, sign their top
goaltender prospect. The Panthers signed the 13th overall
pick from the 2019 NHL draft, Spencer Knight. Knight played
his college hockey at Boston College and in his most recent
season posted a 16-4-1 record with a .932 save percentage
and a 2.18 GAA. He also served as the team USA goalie in

Since March 25, Tampa has struggled offensively with just
15 goals in its last seven games. They have not scored more
than three goals since they played the Panthers on March
21. A big part of this has been Steven Stamkos, who hasn’t
scored in this seven-game stretch. He has just five points in
his last 10 games, which is down from his .89 season long
points per game, which is second best on the team. Victor
Hedman, who leads the team in scoring per game has also
only registered a goal and two assists in these seven games.
The Lighting are notoriously deep, but have not been able to
overcome their top players’ slump.
4. Nashville Predators: .537 P% (21-18-1) 43 Points
Since March 15, the Predators have been getting incredible
goaltending from Juuse Saros. The Predators’ 1.58 goals
against per game leads the league, beating the second place
Toronto Maple Leafs’ 2.11 goals against per game. The
Preds have also been one of the top penalty killing teams
with a 91.2% success rate. Their defense and goaltending
have been so good they have won 10 games without
averaging over three goals a game.
With a shootout win against the Detroit Red Wings last night,
the Preds were able to maintain their two-point lead over the
Chicago Blackhawks for the final playoff position in the
Central Division. The Predators have been the best team in
the division since the mid-point of March. They have had a
10-2-0 record in their last 12 games to get themselves right
back into the playoff race. Before this run, they had a 5%
chance to make the playoffs and have now rocketed up to a
42% chance, according to Money Puck. which is tied with the
Dallas Stars for the final place in the Central.
5. Chicago Blackhawks: .500 P% (17-17-5) 39 Points
March was a huge month for the Blackhawks, as they were
riding high in the fourth position in the Central but had 10
games against the Panthers, Lightning, and Canes. If they
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were able to tread water they would certainly differentiate
themselves from the lower half of the division. Well, you can
probably guess by where they stand how it went. They had a
6-9-1 record since the start of March, which has seen them
plummet in the standings down to sixth in the division, which
is closer to where we thought they would be at the start of
the season.
The Blackhawks re-acquired forward Vinnie Hinostroza from
the Arizona Coyotes for Brad Morrison. Hinostroza’s reacquisition also prompted the Blackhawks to waive former
Hurricane Lucas Wallmark. Wallmark has just three assists
in 16 games played for Chicago this year and was never able
to fully crack the full-time lineup. He is now part of the taxi
squad.
6. Dallas Stars: .500 P% (13-13-10) 36 Points
The Stars still have to be considered the team that has faced
the most challenges this season. They never know who is
going to be in their lineup due to injuries. Their best forward
this season has been Roope Hintz, but noticeably he was
only able to play one game in the most recent stint against
the Hurricanes. He has been consistently listed as day-today with an injury and he doesn’t often play consecutive
games. It’s unfortunate for a team that was a finalist last
season that they just haven’t been able to stay healthy or get
in rhythm with all of their issues to see what that roster would
have bene capable of this year.
7. Columbus Blue Jackets: .463 P% (15-18-8) 38 Points

the winger into a 200-foot player. This screams of the Dale
Hunter and Alex Ovechkin experience which saw Ovechkin
demoted to the fourth line because he wasn’t responsible
enough on defense. At a certain point, you have to play to
your players’ strengths and instead of doing that they have
highlighted all of Laine’s weaknesses without allowing him to
be successful where it counts, in the offensive zone with an
incredible release.
This has been a big reason why the Blue Jackets have
struggled after the Pierre-Luc Dubois trade. They have not
gotten the most out of the assets they have traded for and it
has looked like there has been a huge disconnect between
the GM and the head coach. After losing against the
Panthers by a combined score of 8-2 in two games, the team
now looks to be dead in the water and playing without any
inspiration.
8. Detroit Red Wings: .390 P% (13-22-6) 32 Points
Now the NHL has been very vocal about preventing tanking,
but the Red Wings are playing their way out of a guaranteed
top-five pick. With a .390 points percentage, they now rank
28th in the league and with the Seattle Kraken also getting
the same odds as the 29th place team, the Red Wings could
end up on the outside looking in with the draft lottery. This is
even after the League changed the rules because of the
amount of times the Wings dropped in the lottery. The only
benefit that they have is that every team under them in the
standings has at least one game in hand over the Wings.

When the Blue Jackets traded for Patrick, Laine John
Tortorella took an all but too common stance of trying to turn

Hurricanes trade deadline options: the search for a defenseman
Josh Manson ranks at the top of the list as the Hurricanes
look for someone to round out their defensive depth chart
going into the postseason.
By Brett Finger
The NHL trade deadline is now less than one week away,
and according to Don Waddell, the Carolina Hurricanes are
on the hunt for a defenseman.
Because of course they are.
This is a year unlike any other for a number of reasons, and
because of that, there’s a real possibility that the team simply
isn’t interested at all in a rental and will instead look for a
player with term. Waddell has suggested numerous times
that they want to make a hockey deal and avoid rentals if
they are going to add to their roster.
They’ve been tied to one player on the market, and a lot of
this piece will be focused on that specific player, but we’ll
also take a look at a couple of other options that can make
the blue line deeper and set the team up for a postseason
run.
Let’s begin.
Josh Manson
If the Hurricanes are looking for a defensively sturdy righthanded defenseman who could be a good fit next to Jake

Bean, I’m not sure they could do better than Manson by the
trade deadline.
He also fits the criteria that Don Waddell has laid out. He
isn’t a rental, as he has an additional year on his contract at
a $4.1 million cap hit. Contract-wise, I think he makes a lot of
sense. He has a little bit of term, but not enough to where
you’re concerned about how he factors into extensions for
Dougie Hamilton and Andrei Svechnikov.
His game is established at this point. He’s big, he’s physical,
he plays shutdown defense. Over his last six seasons,
including this season which saw him get off to a late start
due to injury, he has been a negative isolated xGA player in
the defensive zone while going against top-six skaters on a
routine basis.
One thing that’s pretty clear is that, offensively, he hasn’t
been the guy that he was back in 2017-18 when he scored
seven goals and had a career-high 37 points. The flip side of
that is Anaheim has been downright bad over the last couple
of seasons. Last season, though, the Ducks were generating
more xGF and fewer xGA with Manson on the ice. He was a
standout player on a bad team.
A move to Carolina would almost certainly ease his workload
and put him in an even better position to succeed. If he’s
playing with Bean, he won’t get the matchups that he got in
Anaheim and there’s a good chance that in addition to him
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performing well, he could elevate the play of Bean and allow
him to work offensively in a way that he hasn’t been able to
over the last several weeks.
Pierre LeBrun reported this week that the Hurricanes are in
the middle of these Manson talks, but the asking price from
the Ducks has been a first-round pick and a prospect. If that
remains the case, you’ve lost me. Others have reported that
the deal should end up being closer to what the Los Angeles
Kings got for Alec Martinez, which was a pair of secondrounders.
If the Hurricanes are serious about adding a defense-first,
penalty-killing right-shot defender, a Martinez-like trade for
Manson is well within the realm of justifiability. I just can’t get
myself to the first-round pick area with him, especially is he’s
going to be a 17 or 18-minute defenseman. The Canes
already gave up a first-rounder for a guy who, quite frankly,
wasn’t worth it in Brady Skjei last season.
No matter how you look at it, Manson is an upgrade over
Fleury, and probably a very significant one. His cap hit isn’t
outrageous, his term is very manageable, and he brings a lot
to the table for a team looking to win in the postseason.
The only hangup is the cost of acquisition. And that, my
friends, is the trade deadline for you.
Colin Miller
If the Hurricanes fall out of the Manson talks, Miller is a good
secondary option.
He had a couple of great seasons with the Vegas Golden
Knights as they hit the ground running as a franchise before
getting traded to purgatory in Buffalo.
Despite being on a dreadful team over the last two seasons,
he’s outperformed a vast majority of his teammates and has
continued to be an average to slightly above average
defender.
Like Manson, Miller has another year on his contract at a
reasonable $3.875 million cap hit. He is a cheaper option all
around, from his contract to what it would cost to get him.

The Rentals
There’s a pretty lengthy list of rental options that have been
publicly thrown around in the rumor mill over the last several
weeks.
The biggest name is David Savard. Right now, he’s at the
top of TSN’s trade bait board and it seems like a good bet
that he will be moved by 3:00 pm EST on April 12.
He’s an all-defense player who generates very little offense.
A one-trick pony, but the trick is pretty impressive. Factoring
in his rental status and how much it might take to acquire
him, I don’t see Carolina being too interested here, even if he
is a righty.
Mattias Ekholm is in the same boat as Savard as a rental
defenseman with a high price tag, but he couldn’t be much
more different as a player. Over the last couple of seasons,
Ekholm has gone from a defensive defender with average to
below average offense to an all-out offensive machine.
Some teams will be willing to give up a lot for him, because
he is very capable with the puck on his stick, but he doesn’t
seem to fit the description of what the Hurricanes are looking
for. They have Bean, they have Jake Gardiner (kind of).
They don’t really need what Ekholm brings, unless they are
parting ways with one of their other lefties.
Jamie Oleksiak is another player on TSN’s trade bait board
that would make a lot of sense for the Hurricanes. He’s a
lanky defender who has excelled defensively and was an
important member of the Stars’ run to the Stanley Cup finals.
He’s physical, he’s a good defender, and he has the
experience that Carolina will find attractive. Like the other
names on this list from teams within the Central Division, you
have to wonder if teams still competing for that final playoff
spot in the division be willing to deal with a division-leader.
The New Jersey Devils have a couple of decent rental
options in Ryan Murray and Dmitry Kulikov. Both of them are
lefties and both of them are defensively stout. Murray would
probably be the preferred option. He’s been very effective in
his own zone this season and has been for many years. He
hasn’t lived up to the billing as a #2 pick in the draft, but he’d
still be an upgrade over Fleury and could pair well with Bean,
or Fleury, or Gardiner, or whoever the Canes plan on putting
on that third pairing moving forward.
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Wolves’ streak ends at 6
Jeannot extends AHL's longest goal streak to eight games,
but Wolves rally falls short
The Chicago Wolves’ six-game winning streak came to a halt
Wednesday night as former Wolves standout Brandon Pirri
posted a hat trick to lead the host Rockford IceHogs to a 4-3
victory.
Despite the Wolves losing to Rockford for the first time in
nine games dating back to last season, Wolves forward
Tanner Jeannot extended the American Hockey League’s
longest active point streak to 12 games and his personal
goal streak to eight games as he and rookie forward Phil
Tomasino took turns setting up each other.
Tomasino (G, 2A) also set up Dominik Bokk for a power-play
goal as the 19-year-old registered his second 3-point effort of
his 16-game career.
For the fourth game in a row, the Wolves (14-3-0-1) allowed
the first goal as Rockford’s MacKenzie Entwistle sprung free
for a breakaway and scored exactly seven minutes into the
first period.
Unlike the previous three games, Rockford (7-12-1-0) also
earned the game’s second goal Pirri wired home a wrister
from the high slot at 7:40.

The Wolves slashed their deficit to 2-1 at 4:07 of the second
when Jeannot intercepted a pass in the neutral zone, drove
down the right wing and dished a backhand pass to
Tomasino for a quick redirect just outside the crease.
Chicago had opportunities to pull even, but Pirri helped the
IceHogs pull away as he delivered at 7:53 and 14:50 of the
second to register his first American Hockey League hat trick
since Dec. 8, 2018 — when Pirri was playing for the Wolves
on Rockford’s home ice.
Jeannot cut the margin to 4-2 at 3:53 of the third when
Tomasino, working down the right wing, led Jeannot with a
sauce pass toward the left post. Jeannot stretched his stick
as far as he could reach and redirected it into the net.
Bokk pulled the Wolves within 4-3 at 8:07 when he
unleashed a one-timer from the left faceoff dot. Tomasino set
it up with a perfect cross-slot pass on the power play.
Wolves goaltender Beck Warm (5-2-0), playing for the first
time since March 13, posted 13 saves. Rockford’s Matt
Tomkins (3-7-1) stopped 30 shots in the win.
The Wolves travel to Des Moines to face the Iowa Wild at 7
p.m. Friday and 6 p.m. Saturday. Chicago’s next game at the
Wolves Training Facility is slated for Wednesday, April 21,
versus Rockford.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250495349.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250438756.html
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/04/hurricanes-have-trade-deadline-options/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-florida-panthers-carolina-hurricanes/c-323380854
https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-april-8/c-323376942
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/7/22371198/central-division-weekly-roundup-4-6-21
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/7/22364364/carolina-hurricanes-trade-deadline-rumors-search-defenseman-josh-manson-colin-millerekholm-savard
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/04/07/wolves-streak-ends-at-6/
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1186721 Carolina Hurricanes

Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour ‘grateful’ to get COVID-19
vaccination

BY CHIP ALEXANDER APRIL 07, 2021 01:11 PM

OF NOTE
Brind’Amour said he had no further medical update on forward Brock
McGinn, who left the game Sunday against Dallas with an upper-body
injury and did not play Tuesday against the Florida Panthers.
Brind’Amour said defenseman Jake Gardiner was close to returning to
the lineup. Gardiner went through the morning skate with the Canes on
Tuesday but has not played since March 7.
CAROLINA HURRICANES VS FLORIDA PANTHERS

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour and a handful of Carolina Hurricanes
players are among the latest wave of people in North Carolina to be
vaccinated for COVID-19.
Brind’Amour said Wednesday he had received his first COVID
vaccination and said some of the players on his team have done the
same.
“On vaccinations, we’re definitely on-board for that and we’re in the
process and had some guys get the first one,” Brind’Amour said on a
media call. “We’re definitely heading in the right direction.
“I got it. I felt grateful. There are people who have done so much (and)
given of themselves to knock this thing out. So many people are doing
their part. I’m not doing my part by sticking my arm out, but if that’s what
has to happen we’ve got to do it.”

When: Thursday, 7 p.m.
Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh.
TV: BSSN (Bally)
News Observer LOADED: 04.08.2021
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Florida Panthers

Panthers bench Keith Yandle in Carolina, Matt Kiersted gets bigger role

By George Richards

The Canes had some COVID-19 problems early in the NHL regular
season, which began in January. Captain Jordan Staal tested positive for
coronavirus and five other players spent time on the NHL COVID
protocol list and in quarantine.

Matt Kiersted does not appear to be an ordinary rookie defenseman for
the Florida Panthers.

Since the return of the six players, there have been no other COVIDrelated issues for the Hurricanes. Around the league, though, some NHL
teams have experienced more serious problems — the Vancouver
Canucks had 18 players on the NHL list on Tuesday. Dallas head coach
Rick Bowness was removed from Sunday’s game against the Canes for
COVID protocols, but has since been cleared because of a false positive
test.

On Thursday, he officially signed with the Panthers; by Saturday night,
he made his NHL debut.

The hope is that the vaccinations, as they become more widespread, will
allow the league to finish up the regular season and Stanley Cup playoffs
without more absences or game postponements.
“It’s a step in the right direction, it’s progress,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s
doing our part, too. I feel like we have to do our part to get to some sort
of normalcy. It’s great to see it’s becoming available.”
Brind’Amour noted that PNC Arena is being used a mass vaccination
station and has had thousands drive through to receive their shots.
“I don’t think it’s gets talked about enough how phenomenal all these
people are who make this happen and have made it happen,” he said.
“We’re moving in the right direction. We have to keep doing the right
things.”
As the coaches and players begin to take their second vaccination shots,
there is something else to consider: possible side effects. Some people
have experienced fatigue for a period of time after the second shot.
“With the second shot we’d have to be careful with that, how we space it
out,” Canes president and general manager Don Waddell said recently.

Only a week ago, he was deciding which NHL team he was going to sign
with after his collegiate career at North Dakota had come to an end in the
longest NCAA game ever.

By Sunday, he was on the ice in the third period of a game against
Columbus while veteran Keith Yandle, for the most part, was not.
In Kiersted’s third NHL game within a span of four days, he was on the
ice for the Panthers for 10 third-period shifts against the Carolina
Hurricanes in a close game with playoff implications.
Yandle, who owns the NHL’s Ironman streak for consecutive games
played at 906, did not leave the bench during that third period.
He was not hurt.
Although coach Joel Quenneville did not go into specifics, he did
acknowledge Yandle not playing was a coaches’ decision.
Wednesday morning on the Joe Rose Show with Zach Krantz on WQAM,
Quenneville backed away from the notion Yandle was benched.
Quenneville again said that playing seven defensemen in a game leads
to altered playing time for some players.
He did say, down 3-2 and the net open, Yandle may have helped the
offensive push.
”We could have put him in there,” Quenneville said. “We just didn’t.”
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Yandle was called for high-sticking Carolina’s Dougie Hamilton with 3:08
left in the second and the Panthers holding a 1-0 lead.

Florida, all of a sudden, had a need at defenseman and Kiersted added
that to the ‘pro’ side of signing with the Panthers.

Vincent Trocheck ended up scoring on that power play and Yandle did
not play again.

“I think I am ready to make the jump to the NHL,” he said Friday morning,
the day before he played 12:47 off 19 shifts in his NHL debut with the
Panthers.

Trocheck helps end Florida Panthers winning streak in Carolina
Florida ended up losing 5-2 in a game much closer than the final score
as it was a one-goal game before the Panthers pulled Sergei Bobrovsky
in the final minutes.
Throughout the season, Yandle’s time on the ice has fluctuated a bit and
is down from the heavy minutes he had been used to playing.
But he has seen some extremes this season. One game after playing
19:40 against Chicago, he was only on the ice for 9:21 against Dallas.
This week alone has seen Yandle go from 15:20 on Saturday to 11:15 on
Sunday.

“As far as Ekblad, that was obviously devastating. I watched that and it is
hard to see him go down, knowing what a big piece of this team he is.
“But, that did open the door a little bit for more opportunity here in Florida
for, at least, the rest of this year anyways.
“That was in my thought process in picking Florida.”
Said Quenneville of his debut: “I thought he looked very comfortable,
showed a lot of poise. He did a lot of good things. I like the way he
processes the game. … Really good game for him to start.”
What this means for Yandle is not known right now.

We’ll have to do some research, but the thought here is Yandle hasn’t
been limited to the 5:50 he got Tuesday in a long, long time unless he
was hurt during a game.

The Panthers made national headlines when it got out they were on the
verge of scratching Yandle for the opener against Chicago and ending
his Ironman streak which started in 2009.

On Sunday, Quenneville explained Yandle’s lack of ice time (he had five
third-period shifts) by saying by playing seven defenseman, every “game
is different.”

According to sources, a number of players stepped in and spoke with
Zito and Quenneville about it and, the day before the first game, Yandle
was back running the top power play and scored a goal in that opening
night win against the Blackhawks.

”Certain guys may be getting more than others,” Quenneville said. “The
pair with Weegar and Forsling, tonight, took up a lot of ice time. They
were out there just about every other shift and did an outstanding job
adding to the speed of our game.”
The strong play of Kiersted since he got here not even a week ago has
been noticeable.
Matt Kiersted ready for his shot with the Florida Panthers
And, he has been playing a lot of minutes Yandle probably would have.
As the Panthers have gained trust in the 22-year-old, his responsibilities
have increased.
“He’s doing alright,” Quenneville said Tuesday. “You have to commend
the kid on finding a way to be in the right place, seeing plays, recognizing
opportunities on both sides of the puck.
“He really positions himself well. He has some upside and is getting
some exposure here in some important games. He’s getting meaningful
shifts as well.”
The 21:03 he played on Tuesday were third-most among Florida
defensemen behind MacKenzie Weegar and Radko Gudas.
During a 4-on-4 during the second period, he was out there as well.
When asked if he was impressed by Kiersted, veteran d-man Anton
Stralman responded: “Very much so.”
”He comes in and fits right in,” Stralman continued. “He plays a
straightforward game, makes the right play and doesn’t complicate
things. He plays very simple. That’s really what you need from a D,
especially coming into the league like that.
”It’s very impressive. It’s not easy coming in midseason like this when
things ramp up.
”He’s really solid, man.”
With Aaron Ekblad out for the season, GM Bill Zito is thought to be
looking for a top-four defenseman for Florida’s run to the playoffs.

Keith Yandle to ‘keep showing up’ as Panthers appear to phase him out
For the past few games, the Panthers have been lining up seven
defensemen and 11 forwards but that probably will not be the case for
much longer as the team starts preparing for the postseason.
Would the Panthers scratch Yandle?
They almost did it before.
ON DECK: PANTHERS AT HURRICANES
When: Thursday, 7
Where: PNC Arena; Raleigh, NC
Season series: Carolina leads 4-1
TV/Radio: BSFLA/560-AM
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 04.08.2021
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Detroit Red Wings

Thomas Greiss' surge could help the Detroit Red Wings at trade
deadline. Here's how

HELENE ST. JAMES

Thomas Greiss is playing his best hockey of the season, just in time for
the Detroit Red Wings.
The trade deadline is Monday, and the Wings have multiple players,
including goaltender Jonathan Bernier, who should draw interest. Bernier
has been the team's MVP, while Greiss struggled through February and
March, especially.

Kiersted may just be an insurance policy.

But Greiss has strung together his best stretch, posting a .940 save
percentage and 1.86 goals-against average his last five games.

One of the most sought-after collegiate free agents after being an AllAmerican for North Dakota this season, Kiersted said that Ekblad’s injury
— while hard to see — did sway his decision to sign with the Panthers.

“He’s been calm, kept everything right in front of him, and swallowed up a
lot,” Dylan Larkin said. “When he’s out there he has a calming effect, just
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like Jonathan Bernier does. He makes key saves. He keeps us in the
game. He’s done a great job.”
WINGS STOCK WATCH: Finally, Thomas Greiss rises
Greiss made 29 saves in Tuesday’s 3-2 shootout loss to the Nashville
Predators. He made 27 stops on Sunday, including a game-changing
stop on Steven Stamkos in a 5-1 victory over the Tampa Bay Lightning.
“Over this stretch, he’s been solid and we’ve been solid defensively in
front of him,” coach Jeff Blashill said. “Those two things usually go handin-hand. When you play good defense you give your goalie a chance to
make saves and then he makes the one he’s supposed to and makes a
big save at a big moment. That’s what he’s done.”
General manager Steve Yzerman signed Greiss to two years, $7.2
million in the offseason, seeing the 35-year-old veteran as someone who
could share the net with Bernier. But Greiss struggled — on March 29, he
had a 3.51 GAA and .885 save percentage in 21 games.

Detroit News LOADED: 04.08.2021
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Detroit Red Wings

Sam Gagner hopes to stick around with Red Wings: 'We're closer than
people think'

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

Detroit — Sam Gagner’s future with the Red Wings is uncertain,
especially with Monday’s trade deadline approaching.
But Gagner, an unrestricted free agent in July, has made it known he
would like to stay and contribute for one clear reason.

Greiss seems to have worked his way out of it.

“This team isn’t as far off as people might think,” Gagner said.

“He’s been through lots in his pro career,” Blashill said. “He knows how to
handle it. Everyone’s confidence can get shaken at times but he’s able to
stay with it and just work and he’s done that. He’s put himself in a better
spot in terms of where his goaltending is at.”

Now, that might not entirely be reflected in the standings.

A LOOK AHEAD: What Detroit Red Wings GM Steve Yzerman's past
says about his NHL trade deadline plans
Bernier has been nursing a lower-body injury, but is close to returning.
He has a .918 save percentage and 2.78 GAA in 17 games. He’s a
pending unrestricted free agent with a reasonable $3 million salary cap
hit.
When Greiss was struggling so much, it looked like any possible deal
involving Bernier being flipped for draft picks would also necessitate
acquiring an NHL-experienced goaltending. Greiss’ surge indicates he
can handle the workload down the stretch, which is only 15 games.
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 04.08.2021
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Detroit Red Wings

Midland's Sasha Pastujov named MVP of All-American Game in
Plymouth

The Detroit News

Winger Sasha Pastujov (Midland, Michigan) scored twice and was
named the Most Valuable Player in Team Blue's 7-1 victory over Team
White at the BioSteel All-American Game in front of 110 NHL scouts on
Wednesday at USA Hockey Arena in Plymouth.
Pastujov, whose brothers Michael (2014-16) and Nick (2015-17) are USA
Hockey National Team Development Program alums and are now
teammates at the University of Michigan, was set up on both goals by
NTDP linemate Chaz Lucius. Pastujov also assisted on a goal by Rutger
McGroarty and finished plus-3.

The Wings are last in the Central Division, with 32 points (13-22-6)
entering Wednesday's games. Their .390 win percentage ranks 28th of
31 teams.
But if you delve into the numbers, and have watched them consistently
this season, this is a better hockey team than in recent seasons.
And there is hope.
“You want to be a playoff team and help the team win,” Gagner said. “But
we’re closer than people think and I’d like to be around for it.”
Gagner has observed progress in specific areas.
For subscribers: Analysis: Cap issues, quarantine obstacles might impact
NHL trade deadline
“Defensively we’ve done a good job,” Gagner said. “Where we want to
continue to grow is spending more time in the offensive zone and
creating more high-danger changes and some sustained pressure.
“There’s been a lot of growth. You see a lot of the young guys have really
stepped up in that (defensively) and because of that, we really give up a
lot less (defensively). And, if you’re going to be a winning team, that’s
really important.
“Obviously the offensive side is important, too, and we have to continue
to grow in that area. But that sometimes takes time, and it’s something
we’re continually working on and hopefully continue to see improvement.”
Gagner, 31, has four goals and five assists in 28 games and has been a
steadying, veteran influence in the locker room.
“I feel like I can help a young group,” Gagner said. “I’ve been through that
process before and learned a lot about myself as years have gone on
about what works and what doesn’t, and I feel like I can help.
“The big thing is I feel like I’m a good player in this league and I want the
opportunity to continue to play as long as I can, and I’ve really enjoyed it
here and everything that has gone on.”
Quiet trade deadline

"There's not a day that goes by that I'm not grateful to play here in
Plymouth," Pastujov said on The Hockey Network's postgame show.

Count coach Jeff Blashill among those who feel like Monday’s NHL trade
deadline will be a dud.

The other Team Blue goals went to Red Savage, Jack Devine, Liam
Gilmartin and Isaac Howard. Kaiden Mbereko stopped all 22 shots and
Gibson Homer (Grand Rapids) allowed one goal on five shots for Team
Blue.

“It doesn’t feel like there will be a lot of action this year,” Blashill said.
“Knowing the salary cap, I know when when I talk to other teams how
tight everybody is, and it’s going to be real difficult for people to make
moves. The economics of the whole thing, there’s no fans in (arenas) for
the most part, and it’s hard to bring in money just to bring in money.

Ryan Ufko scored the only goal for Team White. Remington Keopple
stopped 18-of-24 shots and Colin Purcell made six saves on nine shots.
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“You throw, on top of that, the whole aspect with the coronavirus and the
quarantines that can be required if you’re going to Canada, and I don’t
know if the trade deadline this year is as big a deal as past years.”
We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here.
Classy veterans
Blashill had respectful words for veteran forwards Frans Nielsen and
Valtteri Filppula, each of whom have been healthy scratches for long
parts of the season, but both re-entered the lineup in the last week and
made positive contributions.
"Those two guys have sat a lot, and both have had great careers and are
proud people and that is not an easy thing at all," Blashill said. "(But)
what they've done is come to work every day to get better and make sure
they're ready when their opportunity came and they've been great
leaders and done an excellent job of being selfless teammates.
"I can't applaud them enough for that. Certainly any player out (of the
lineup) generally doesn't agree with that decision, which I totally get and
understand. It's not necessarily their job to agree with it, it's my job to
make decisions and their job to do it right, and they've absolutely done it
right.
"It's because of the approach they've taken that they've been able to step
in and play well.
"They've also been an excellent role models for our younger players."

A division of all Canadian teams.
So, it probably stands to reason that when it hits 3 p.m. (EST) on Monday
and the trade deadline ends, it's likely to also be strange looking.
What’s usually a flurry of trades with players heading to other teams in
every possible direction — that just may not be the case.
Now, the entire NHL trade deadline experience hasn’t really been what it
once was.
Generally speaking, the NHL Entry Draft weekend has become a bit
more conducive to trades, as a wider spectrum of teams are able to deal
in a less pressurized, less frenzied environment.
But there’s still that special charm about trade deadline day, as Red
Wings fans can attest to given all the exciting days during the
organization’s glory years.
For the Wings, general manager Steve Yzerman has 11 unrestricted free
agents on the roster, some of whom, you’d think, would interest some
playoff contenders.
But, given some of the issues surrounding the trade market, it’s fair to
wonder how many of the bargaining chips Yzerman is going to be able to
deal.
Here are some of the obstacles in this particular market that could
dampen Monday’s NHL trade deadline:

Ice chips
Blashill said forward Robby Fabbri (upper body) is unavailable for
Thursday, and defenseman Patrik Nemeth is questionable. Blashill
wouldn't commit to goaltender Jonathan Bernier or forwards Bobby Ryan
and Gagner, returning to the lineup, although all three have been
practicing.
Filip Hronek and Marc Staal weren't on the ice Wednesday, but Blashill
called it "maintenance days" for both defensemen.
... Goaltender Thomas Greiss has a .940 save percentage over his last
five games, another sign Greiss has found consistency in his season.
"He’s been through a lot in his pro career, and he knows how to handle
it,” Blashill said. “That’s part of the advantage of having a guy like that.
Obviously, everybody’s confidence is shaken at times but he’s able to
stay with it, just work and he’s done that, and he’s put himself in a better
spot.”
Predators at Red Wings
► Faceoff: 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Little Caesars Arena, Detroit
► TV/radio: Bally Sports Detroit/97.1 FM
► Outlook: The Red Wings (13-22-6) and Nashville (21-18-1) conclude a
two-game series, and Wings homestand. …Nashville has surged into the
playoff picture, having won eight of its last nine games. ... This is the final
game between the teams this season, with Nashville having won five of
seven games.
Detroit News LOADED: 04.08.2021
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A shorter, compressed season with games being canceled and rosters
being decimated because of positive virus cases.

Detroit Red Wings

Analysis: Cap issues, quarantine obstacles might impact NHL trade
deadline

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

Flat salary cap
The salary cap had been impacting trade deadline day gradually, but
because of the pandemic and resulting new collective bargaining
agreement, it’s now a concrete problem.
A staggering 18 teams have $1 million, or less, of salary cap space
remaining at the deadline, with that $81.5 million cap number not moving
a penny next season, and maybe for the foreseeable future.
Tampa, Montreal, Vegas and Washington, all contenders, don’t have cap
space available to even add a player making the league minimum,
according to website PuckPedia, while several other teams would need
to clear cap space before adding another salary.
And forget about adding a player with term left, as that’ll complicate the
budget and salary structure for next season.
“A lot of teams are in the same situation we’re in where they literally have
no cap space or very, very little — not enough to add a player without
subtracting,” Julien BriseBois, Tampa’s general manager, said to the
Associated Press. “The teams that are kind of on the bubble, I don’t know
what’s ultimately going to guide their decisions. Are they going to try to
add? Are they going to sell? Will there be more teams just standing pat?
“I don’t know, but it’s going to be interesting to find out.”
Many sellers
In the blink of an eye, what looked to be competitive races in all four
divisions aren’t that anymore.
Only in the Central Division can you make the argument there might be a
heated race for the fourth and final playoff seed.
But in the other three divisions, you can make an argument the four
seeds have been decided — and the teams below them can prepare for
the future.
And with so many teams seemingly out of it, that could leave 12 to 15
teams potentially wanting to sell assets.
Talk about a glut.

This has been a unique NHL season because of the pandemic.
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Suddenly a player who may have looked like an intriguing option for a
team several weeks ago gets tossed to the side because another player
from a squad dropping out of the playoff picture becomes available.
If a playoff team is looking for insurance on the wing, in particular, it can
sift through many options by Monday’s deadline.
That could impact the Red Wings, as teams might find better options
available on other teams.

Nashville pushed back a bit in the second period, but the Red Wings
maintained their 1-0 lead thanks to strong penalty killing (the Predators
couldn’t convert during five minutes of power-play time) and some luck
(Nashville hit the goal post twice, including a shot that rattled off both
posts).
Michigan Live LOADED: 04.08.2021

Canadian quarantine
The seven teams in the North (Canadian) Division are in a peculiar spot,
too.
If they acquire a player from a U.S.-based team, there’s a weeklong
mandatory quarantine for that player.
That’s down from what was a 14-day quarantine, but it’s still a significant
issue with the regular season ending May 8 (likely a few days after,
making up postponed games).
How much is a Canadian team willing to pay — or will want to pay, in
terms of assets — for a player who may be only available for about 10
regular-season games?
It’s a fair question. Teams want to work those players in and get them
comfortable, and the quarantine definitely impacts that line of thinking.
So, as always, the NHL trade deadline will be intriguing, and some deals
are sure to be made. But the quantity of deals might be a lot less than
usual.
Detroit News LOADED: 04.08.2021
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deflected in off Mattias Ekholm in the slot. DeKeyser’s second goal of the
season was unassisted, resulting from a Nashville turnover.

Detroit Red Wings

Red Wings fall to Nashville in first shootout of season

1186745

Detroit Red Wings

How to watch Detroit Red Wings vs. Nashville Predators (4/6/21) - NHL
Regular Season | Channel, Stream, Time

By Lauren Williams

The Detroit Red Wings look to build off of their win over the Tampa Bay
Lightning as they take on the Nashville Predators on Tuesday night.
Nashville is also coming off win so they too will look to carry that
momentum into the matchup.
The game airs on Bally Sports Detroit and fans can stream the game on
AT&T TV.
Detroit is averaging 2.1 goals per game and is scoring on 11.6 percent of
their power play opportunities. Robby Fabbri leads the team with 10
goals, Filip Hronek has 20 assists and Dylan Larkin has 114 shots on
goal. Defensively, the Red Wings are giving up 3.2 goals per game and
have killed 74.1 percent of their opponents’ power plays.
Here’s how to watch.
What: NHL Regular Season

By Ansar Khan

Who: Detroit Red Wings (13-22-5) vs. Nashville Predators (20-18-1)
When: Tuesday, April 6

DETROIT – The Detroit Red Wings did fine for most of regulation time on
Tuesday, but their struggles after 60 minutes continue.

Time: 7:30 p.m. ET
Where: Little Caesars Arena -- Detroit

Ryan Johansen and Roman Josi scored in the shootout to lift the
Nashville Predators to a 3-2 victory at Little Caesars Arena in the Red
Wings’ first shootout of the season.

TV: Bally Sports Detroit Plus

Detroit weathered overtime, where it is 1-5 this season, before Dylan
Larkin and Filip Zadina were denied by Juuse Saros in the shootout.

Michigan Live LOADED: 04.08.2021

Danny DeKeyser and Adam Erne scored for the Red Wings (13-22-6) in
regulation. Thomas Greiss made 29 saves in his fourth solid start in a
row.
Nashville (21-18-1) is 10-2-0 in its past 12.
Erne snapped a tie with 7:58 remaining in third with his ninth goal of the
season, only one fewer than team leaders Anthony Mantha and Robby
Fabbri. Erne, at the net front, backhanded in a rebound.
Mikael Granlund tied it with 3:58 to play, banging in a rebound 19
seconds into a power play, after Marc Staal was called for tripping.
The Red Wing were missing three forwards (Robby Fabbri, Bobby Ryan
and Sam Gagner) and defenseman Patrik Nemeth due to injuries.
Nashville’s Luke Kunin scored on a breakaway at 3:32 of the third period
to tie it at 1-1. The Red Wings were caught on a bad change as a few
players headed off while the puck was in the neutral zone.
The Red Wings played a strong opening period and were rewarded for it
with just 58 seconds remaining when DeKeyser’s long-range shot

Live Stream: AT&T TV
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Nashville Predators

Nashville Predators GM David Poile weighs in on how busy NHL trade
deadline will be

Mike Organ | Nashville Tennessean

With the NHL trade deadline coming Monday, Predators general
manager David Poile said there is not a lot of buzz at this point among
teams.
The Predators at one point not so long ago were expected to be among
the more active teams in play in terms of potential trades.
That likelihood has died down lately with the success the Predators have
experienced, which has thrust them into the thick of the Central Division
playoff race.
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“Never say never, but I do think it has been a little bit lighter in overall
conversation or ideas, seed-planting than before,” Poile said on 102.5FM's "Darren, Daunic and Chase" program.
“I would say the next couple of days will be the time (when trade talk
picks up)," he said. "But if I had my crystal ball I would say it’s not going
to be anywhere near as active in terms of big trades or in terms of the
amount of trades that there usually is during the last four or five days
leading up to the trading deadline.”
Some of the circumstances surrounding the trade deadline, which could
make for a light day on Monday, include the COVID-19 quarantine
periods, a flat salary cap ($81.5 million) and a looming expansion draft.
Another key factor involves teams like Nashville, which has suddenly
turned its season around and become a playoff contender. The Predators
are less likely to make any substantial moves now that they are in the
thick of the playoff race.
"If you would have asked me a month ago (about the Predators), I would
have said, 'Oh yeah — big-time sellers,'" The Hockey News senior writer
Ryan Kennedy said. "But now, it's like you're in a playoff spot. So what
do you do? I think there's not as much stratification now as there was a
month ago, and that could make things interesting in terms of movement
because we probably won't see as much as we were initially
anticipating."

With that, Nashville is now 4-0 in shootouts this season.
"We do extensive work on the goaltender," Nashville coach John Hynes
said. "Our goalie coach does a great job with that. So you have your
scout. There's a video that we show prior to a game of what a goalie's
tendencies would be. You also have shooter tendencies."
Nashville picked up two shootout victories in March, both against the
Dallas Stars. The 4-3 win on March 21 was what sparked Nashville's sixgame winning streak, which put them back in contention for the playoffs.
GENTRY ESTES: Desperate and inspired, the Nashville Predators are
fighting hard against change
Victors in 10 of the last 12, the Predators sit in fourth place in the Central
Division with 43 points. Chicago is still hot on their heels with 41 points,
picking up a crucial 4-2 win against Dallas on Tuesday.
Nashville's excellence in the shootout is a microcosm of their late-season
turnaround. Frequently, the Preds have fallen off early, only to bounce
back later in the game and secure a win.
It happened Tuesday when the Red Wings' Danny Dekeyser scored with
57 seconds to go in the first period. It was the only goal until the third
period, when Nashville's Luke Kunin finally got the Predators on the
board.

IN THE HUNT: Nashville Predators' offense caught up with defense and
now they're in the playoff hunt

Detroit's Adam Erne opened another lead with about eight minutes to go,
but Mikael Granlund was able to answer at around the four minute mark
with a power-play goal.

GENTRY ESTES: Desperate and inspired, the Nashville Predators are
fighting hard against change

Neither team was able to score in the five minutes of overtime, sending it
to a shootout.

Something else that could play a roll, particularly for the Predators, is
injuries. Nashville has been plagued with injuries that have sidelined
some of its best players, including Filip Forsberg, Viktor Arvidsson,
Alexandre Carrier, Ryan Ellis, Mattias Ekholm and Mathieu Olivier.

"We didn't play our best game in the first period," Granlund said. "Then
we started getting into our game in the second one and just kept going in
the third one. That's kind of — we've been playing that way. ... We're
finding a way to win these games right now."

"What's going to happen in these next three or four games? Do you win?
Do you lose? Do you get a significant injury?" Poile said on the radio
show. "Any number of things could change. I can't speak for everybody
else, but I'm doing my due diligence. I'm checking in with almost every
team on a regular basis just to touch base and hear what they have to
say and hopefully be ready for whatever comes our way."

A lot of the onus can be put on Saros, who's been on a different level
since returning from a brief injury hiatus on March 30. Outside of his
shootout performance, he had 25 saves on Tuesday.

Tennessean LOADED: 04.08.2021

"I think it speaks for his speed," Josi said. "He's never out of position and
he makes hard saves look easy because he's so quick. It looks like it's
just a regular save for him."
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He had a shutout on April 3 in a win against Chicago, and has averaged
a 94.3% save percentage in the last four games.

Tennessean LOADED: 04.08.2021
How Nashville Predators have avoided cracking under pressure of
shootouts
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WILL BACKUS | Nashville Tennessean

The Mikael Granlund dilemma: Should the Predators trade him or keep
him?

Ryan Johansen took his time.

By Adam Vingan Apr 7, 2021

It appeared as if the Nashville Predators center didn't feel the pressure of
a shootout. His skate slowed to a crawl as he approached Detroit Red
Wings goalie Thomas Greiss.
Just inches away, Johansen hit Greiss with a nifty crossover, taking the
defender off his skates. Drifting to the side, Johansen calmly lofted the
puck over Greiss' prone body and into the back of the net.
It was the first of two goals needed for Nashville to secure a 3-2 win
against Detroit on Tuesday night in Little Caesars Arena.
Juuse Saros was able to turn back both of the Red Wings' attempts, and
captain Roman Josi put the game away in Nashville's second offensive
attack.

Less than a month ago, the Predators appeared to be preparing for an
everything-must-go sale at the trade deadline. That is no longer the case.
The Predators, winners of 10 of their past 12 games, have shot up the
standings and grabbed hold of the final playoff spot in the Central
Division. As a result, the trade chatter around their players has died down
considerably.
Mattias Ekholm, who had readied himself for the possibility of being
traded, is likely to stick around past Monday’s deadline, barring a jawdropping offer.
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Mikael Granlund, meanwhile, presents a dilemma of sorts for the
Predators. He has had a hand in their recent success but is also a
valuable asset on an expiring contract.
So what should the Predators do?
The case for trading Granlund
Last year, the Predators did not move a resurgent Granlund, 29, at the
deadline. It backfired; Granlund was a non-factor in the postseason and
entered free agency.
To the surprise of many, Granlund returned to the Predators on a $3.75
million contract right before the season started. As this deadline
approaches, management has a rare opportunity at a do-over.
On March 26, the Buffalo Sabres traded veteran forward Eric Staal, 36,
to the Montreal Canadiens for 2021 third and fifth-round draft picks. As
part of the deal, the Sabres retained half of Staal’s $3.25 million salary.
That trade provides a blueprint for a potential Granlund deal. It is
presumed that the fifth-round pick was compensation for holding onto
salary, which Predators general manager David Poile has never done.
A rival pro scout said that Granlund, who has nine goals and 16 points in
36 games, could net the Predators a similar return package, if not a
slightly better one. (Staal had three goals and 10 points in 32 games with
the dreadful Sabres.)
“He’s in that range,” the scout said. “If you can get a third for him, I think
you should be jumping through hoops.”
The fact that Granlund is a rental makes him more appealing, because
interested teams would not have to include him in their expansion-draft
plans. (The Toronto Maple Leafs, who have been linked to Granlund for
some time, remain interested in him, according to The Athletic’s James
Mirtle.)
The impending return of injured center Matt Duchene and emergence of
young forwards such as Eeli Tolvanen make Granlund expendable. Poile
told 102.5 FM in Nashville on Tuesday that Duchene, Ryan Ellis and Filip
Forsberg, all of whom are listed as week to week, could rejoin the lineup
“shortly after the trading deadline.” He also said that their statuses could
influence his decision-making.
It is important that the Predators keep their eyes on the bigger picture.
Their playoff chances do not hinge on Granlund, who should be traded
for pieces that can help the team in the future.
The case against trading Granlund
As soon as John Hynes became Predators coach in January 2020,
Granlund saw his role grow exponentially.
An argument can be made that Granlund is the Predators’ most trusted
forward. He has averaged 19:20 of ice time per game this season,
including 2:28 on the team’s top power-play unit and 2:18 on the penalty
kill.
In Duchene’s absence, Granlund has been centering the second line with
Calle Jarnkrok and Luke Kunin, a unit that has outscored opponents 5-1
at even strength. He has been particularly effective in front of the net on
the power play, which, with his help, has climbed to 16th in the NHL.
Hynes has been especially impressed by Granlund’s leadership as the
Predators have dealt with significant injuries.
“He talks a little bit more on the bench now,” Hynes said. “I think he’s
talking a little bit more in the locker room. He’s always been a leader
through his play on the ice. I don’t think you get through this type of
stretch without him and the role that he plays, the consistency level that
he plays with in all situations. He’s playing really confident. He really
enjoys the fact that he (has had) a lot of responsibility put on him. When
(Granlund) speaks, it’s all substance. He’s always saying the right thing.
… He’s on point in all areas on and off the ice.”

If need be, the Predators have other players such as forwards Nick
Cousins and Erik Haula who could be flipped for draft picks. Granlund
would certainly be worth more than those two, but something is better
than nothing.
The Athletic LOADED: 04.08.2021
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Saros figuring things out at right time for Predators
25-year-old has a .964 save percentage and 1.21 GAA in last nine starts

Michael Gallagher

For the first month and a half of the 2021 season, Pekka Rinne and
Juuse Saros kept passing the Nashville Predators’ starting goaltender
baton back and forth.
Rinne took hold of the starting job after Saros went down with an upperbody injury in early March, but since Saros came back nearly three
weeks ago, he has looked much different than the goalie who had a
goals-against average hovering over 3.00 with a sub-.900 save
percentage.
Saros was on his game again Tuesday night, stopping 25 of 27 shots to
lead the Predators to a 3-2 shootout win over the Detroit Red Wings. It
was Saros’ seventh win since returning to the lineup.
“He’s really good in shootouts,” Predators’ captain Roman Josi said. “I
think we see it every day in practice when we do shootouts and he’s
unbelievable. Just the way he’s playing in general, we know we have a
really good chance if we score one to win.”
Added forward Mikael Granlund: “We have two great goalies. Right now,
[Saros] is playing really well and he’s giving us a chance to win every
single night.”
Saros has allowed two goals or fewer in eight, with two shutouts, in his
last nine starts. Since returning from injury, he is sporting a 7-2-0 record
with a 1.21 goals-against average and .964 save percentage — ranking
first in the NHL in save percentage and second in wins and goals-against
average over that span.
Since March 18, Saros has a save percentage over .900 in every start,
including six outings with a save percentage over .950. Of his 13 preinjury starts, he had a save percentage below .900 in seven of them.
“He’s a very positionally-sound goalie,” Preds coach John Hynes said.
“He makes very difficult saves, but they don’t look as hard
because…some guys can be really athletic and rely maybe on instincts
or size. But for a guy like [Saros], he’s smart, he’s cerebral, he
understands and reads the play. He makes big-time saves for us. He
made big-time saves again tonight at key times, but a lot of it just comes
from his readiness and reading the play.”
Saros’ resurgence couldn’t have come at a better time for the Predators,
who climbed out of next-to-last in the Central Division and into fourth
place and a playoff spot.
An infusion of youth and red-hot goaltending have carried the Predators
this far. And if they do hold on to make it into the playoffs, they’ll need
Saros to continue his dominating ways.
Nashville Post LOADED: 04.08.2021
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: In the final days before the deadline,
which NHL team is under the most pressure?

By Sean McIndoe
Apr 7, 2021

28. Carolina Hurricanes
I’ll nudge the Canes ahead of the Lightning because their goaltending
situation will create at least a little bit of a challenge for Don Waddell,
even as he’s apparently not interested in the rental market. One thing to
keep in mind with these two division rivals: If either Carolina or Tampa
surprise us with a bigger move, that will ramp up the pressure on the
other to respond.
27. Washington Capitals

We’re down to less than a week until the trade deadline, and do you
know who needs to make a deal? (Checks notes.) Everyone. Pretty
much every team needs to find a move or two, at least according to their
fans. And those fans are probably right because there are no perfect
teams in the modern NHL, so there’s always room for improvement.
But while everyone should do something, not all trade deadline pressure
is created equal. Some teams want to make a move. Some should make
a move. But some teams need to do something, and preferably
something big. If they don’t, well, those GMs aren’t going to have a very
good month.
We really don’t know what to expect over the next few days. The cap is
tight, almost nobody has money to spend, the playoff bubble somehow
has like three teams, and there may be more sellers than serious buyers.
What does that mean? No idea, but let’s run through the entire league
and work our way up to the ones under the most pressure to get
something done. We’ll use some categories along the way, as we make
our way through all 32 teams. Yes, 32. We’ll get to that.

They’re another team having a strong season without any obvious holes,
and having a recent Cup that came after a quiet-ish deadline probably
helps. Tarik thinks they could target a backup goalie or some center
depth, and both make sense, but those would probably be smaller deals.
26. Vegas Golden Knights
I’m a little bit hesitant to put Vegas in this group; they’ve slumped lately,
and the Avs are slowly pulling away. That said, the Knights are so
capped out that they played a game last week with 16 skaters, so maybe
there just isn’t room to do anything. Jesse says it’s quiet — almost too
quiet — and this team has surprised us before, but right now it looks like
their hands are tied.
25. Colorado Avalanche

The situation we’ve never seen before

The Avs are the best team in the league right now, but they’re also the
only one of the elite contenders with an obvious hole. That would be the
backup goalie slot, which isn’t exactly a tough one to fill. Joe Sakic
should have plenty of options, and he’s the only GM in this section who’ll
take some heat if he doesn’t do anything. But only a little.

Before we get to the rest of the list, we have to single out one team.

Rebuilding teams with the potential to do something bigger

32. Vancouver Canucks

These rebuilding teams could move a big name. The key word there is
“could” and a quiet deadline wouldn’t come as a shock. But unlike the
teams in our first section, these ones could plausibly make a headline or
two.

In theory, Jim Benning and the Canucks should be staring down several
tough deadline decisions. But with a team-wide COVID-19 outbreak
impacting players, staff, and families, all bets are off. How do you trade
somebody during this sort of situation? How do you bring somebody into
it? I’m not sure you can. We’ve never seen this before, and here’s hoping
we never see it again. The league and its business march on, but if
Benning decided that the Canucks had far bigger things to worry about
right now, nobody could blame him.

24. San Jose Sharks

The deadline can be kind of fun when your team is bad and you’re just
collecting picks and prospects. But when you don’t really seem to have
any big names on the block, you’re mostly left to make minor deals.

They’re hovering just outside of the playoff hunt, and maybe Doug Wilson
could convince himself that his team belongs higher up this list in the
bubble category. But the reality is that the Sharks are rebuilding, even if
there’s some disagreement over just how big the job might be. Wilson
could stun us by moving a big name or two, but the more likely scenario
is that we get our now annual Patrick Marleau-to-a-contender move and
not much more before it’s on to an offseason that will be significantly
trickier.

31. Ottawa Senators

23. Los Angeles Kings

The Senators will almost certainly do something because Pierre Dorion is
low-key one of the most active traders in the league. But this isn’t the
Mark Stone/Matt Duchene storm of 2019, so unless Dorion’s got a
surprise up his sleeve, he’s probably taking calls on Erik Gudbranson
and maybe Ryan Dzingel, and those names don’t scream blockbuster.
The Derek Stepan injury hurts here.

The Kings already have a well-stocked prospect pipeline and are having
a better-than-expected season, so things are going well. They’ll probably
sit tight, or make a minor move or two. But with a pair of franchise icons
in goalie Jonathan Quick and captain Dustin Brown occasionally bubbling
up in rumors, there’s at least the possibility that Rob Blake will have
some hard decisions to make.

30. Detroit Red Wings

22. Anaheim Ducks

The Wings have a little more to offer, with the annual Luke Glendening
sweepstakes and at least some potential for a Jonathan Bernier move.
But for the most part, Steve Yzerman can make a few minor moves and
then focus on losing the lottery again in the offseason.

A Ryan Getzlaf deal would have the potential to be a big one, but it
doesn’t sound like that’s likely to happen. Rickard Rakell ranks high on
the trade board, and there’s a tough call to be made on Josh Manson.
The Ducks have a strong list of prospects, but this year has been a
disappointment and the fans aren’t happy, so patience may not be an
option for Bob Murray.

Sellers without much to sell

Contenders that are already really good
There’s always deadline pressure on the contenders, who are expected
to make that one last move that will put them over the top. But these
teams are already close to the top, which means that if they chose to
stand pat (or swung big and came up empty), they could justify it.

Wait, they can make trades?

29. Tampa Bay Lightning

OK, technically they can’t do anything. The check hasn’t cleared yet, and
you’re not a real team in the NHL’s eyes until they have your money in
their pocket. But as Pierre points out, that doesn’t mean GM Ron Francis
can’t make a few handshake deals. And he can certainly lay the
groundwork for trades that could happen once the Kraken are official.

Julien BriseBois had a strong deadline last year, adding Barclay
Goodrow and Blake Coleman, and both are still on the roster. You only
get so many shots at a Cup, so you could understand if BriseBois wanted
to keep pushing all-in and chase down a name like David Savard. But if
he said he was sticking with what he’s got, could you blame him?

Oh right, these guys.
21. Seattle Kraken
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That could be big. Four years ago, the Golden Knights built an instant
contender based largely on their early wheeling and dealing, and while
there’s a chance the rest of the league will overcorrect and be afraid to
answer Seattle’s calls, there’s an opportunity here for some important
work to be done. Even if we may not find out about it for a few months.
Contenders that are already mostly good (but could get better)
There’s a thin line between these teams and the “really good” category
we already covered. But that line can make all the difference. When
you’re not quite hitting on all cylinders, a GM might be expected to make
that move that will get you back to where you think you should be.
20. Minnesota Wild
Are they good? They sure are, ranking as one of the best stories of the
year. Are they good enough to go through the Knights and Avalanche?
Maybe, but they wouldn’t be favorites if those matchups came today.
That makes for an interesting call for Bill Guerin, who’s still relatively new
at this. Are we still doing the Matt Dumba rumors?
Evgeni Malkin and Sidney Crosby (Charles LeClaire / USA Today)
19. Pittsburgh Penguins
I’m not really sure what to do with the Penguins. Based on the month
they just had, you could absolutely move them into the elite contending
tier and tell them to stay the course. But the front office combo of Ron
Hextall and Brian Burke doesn’t seem like the type to take it easy, and
the Penguins need depth at center and (maybe) a new goalie. They also
need picks and prospects, but with the window still open on the
Crosby/Malkin era, you have to take your big swings where you can,
right?

We’re probably being generous to even include the Rangers in this
group, but let’s be charitable. They went into the season expecting to be
part of the race, and they’re young enough that just playing meaningful
hockey down the stretch would be beneficial if only to help management
figure out what exactly they’ve got here. I don’t see them giving up prime
assets for short-term help, and they have to figure out what to do with
Ryan Strome, but just staying the course might send the wrong message.
14. Dallas Stars
They were dangerously close to falling out of the race entirely, but a
recent warm streak has kept them afloat. If you count Tyler Seguin and
Ben Bishop as deadline acquisitions then they may not have much to do,
and apparently, that’s how they’re thinking. Still, this team was two wins
from a Cup last year, so just waving a white flag isn’t an option.
13. Arizona Coyotes
So far, they’ve been mostly content to grind out points while watching the
Blues freefall. And you can’t say it hasn’t worked. But now rookie GM Bill
Armstrong has a tricky call to make. He needs to replenish his picks and
prospects, but he’s also got a young team that could use some playoff
experience, even if that just means getting their doors kicked in by
Colorado or Vegas. They were slotted in as sellers just a few weeks ago,
but now the league’s most mediocre team needs to figure out if that’s
good enough.
The Canadian contenders
Deadline pressure is always ratcheted up for Canadian teams; after all,
this is the country where we get two competing all-day coverage fests.
But that figures to be especially true this year, with a unique all-Canadian
division that seems wide open.

18. Boston Bruins

12. Edmonton Oilers

Don Sweeney does almost all of his trading at the deadline and usually
makes a deal or two each year. That’s included some big ones, and while
there may not be a Rick Nash or even a Charlie Coyle available this year,
a stand-pat deadline would be a tough sell for a team that was expected
to be a Cup favorite and is instead no guarantee to even make the
playoffs.

Another capped-out team that could be set up for a quiet deadline but will
probably want to do something, the Oilers will be looking to add some
depth around two of the best players in the league. The Taylor Hall
scenario remains interesting, but Daniel says it’s a no-go and fans should
be prepared for a quiet week, even as Connor McDavid is having yet
another season for the ages without much help. We’ll see.

The rebuilding team that’s about to make its move

11. Montreal Canadiens

Just wait until I hit “publish” on this one, please.

With a playoff spot looking secure, the Habs could have taken a lower
spot on this list by virtue of having already made a move, right up until
they lost Brendan Gallagher. Marc Bergevin was trying to set
expectations for a quiet deadline even before the Staal trade, and they’re
very tight to the cap, so the pressure to do something else might be low
as it can possibly be in Montreal. Which is to say, not very low at all.

17. New Jersey Devils
As Corey puts it, the Kyle Palmieri decision is the big one, and there was
an argument to be made on both sides. I think they have to move him,
especially if Pierre’s right that an extension doesn’t look likely, and they
appear to agree based on him sitting out recently. If the Devils do move
him, it won’t be a league-altering blockbuster, but it might stand as the
biggest trade of Tom Fitzgerald’s young GM career.
The playoff bubble
So this is a bit weird. This would normally be the biggest section and the
one with the most pressure attached. The deadline is practically made for
these teams — fighting and clawing for every game, knowing that any
point earned or lost could be the one that makes the difference between
going home or heading to the postseason.
Only … this year, it’s not shaping up to be much of a race. Two of the
divisions are close to having all four spots locked in, and the few races
we have are losing teams by the day. So this section ends up being
disappointingly small, and I’m not sure any of these teams are really
under intense pressure to do something big.
16. Chicago Blackhawks
Nobody thought the Hawks would be playoff contenders, and I even
thought about giving them their own section higher on the list called
something like “Playing with house money.” But a playoff race is a playoff
race, and while I don’t think Stan Bowman is facing the same sort of
make-it-or-else pressure as other GMs, it’s not like the Chicago fan base
is known for having low expectations.
15. New York Rangers

10. Winnipeg Jets
The Jets have been a mild surprise this year, and they’ll head into the
playoffs with one of the league’s most dangerous forward groups and
quite possibly the NHL’s very best goaltender. The difference between
them being a dark horse and an outright favorite could come down to
what they can do on the blue line, and with Mattias Ekholm on the market
(we think), it’s not hard to connect the dots here. Can Kevin Cheveldayoff
make it happen? And if not, what does Plan B look like?
Kyle Dubas (John E. Sokolowski / USA Today)
9. Toronto Maple Leafs
With a need for a top-six forward, questions on the blue line, and some
serious doubt about the Frederik Andersen era, you could be forgiven for
forgetting that the Leafs are holding down first place in the division. Still,
this team absolutely needs to win a playoff round or two this year, and
the phrase you keep hearing about how Kyle Dubas should approach the
deadline is “all in.” Mirtle thinks they could be in on just about everyone
and explains how they can make the cap space work, so you figure that
there has to be a decent-sized deal or two on the way. Lord help us all if
the deadline comes and goes without the Leafs doing anything.
Contenders with sudden injury holes
Nobody likes to see a star player suffer a long-term injury. But when it
happens before the deadline, at least you have a chance to patch the
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hole. These two teams could point to their record and try to get away with
playing it cautious, but I’m betting they don’t.

2. Nashville Predators

Anders Lee is out for the year, which is a blow to a team that scores
more than you probably think but is now missing a top-six winger. It took
roughly five seconds after the Lee news came out before fans were
wondering about Taylor Hall, and Lou Lamoriello isn’t a guy who tends to
be shy about late-season changes.

I wrote about my Predators confusion on Monday, and you can find that
here, but here’s the summary: They were supposed to be good, but then
they were bad, but now they’re really good, but we all kind of suspect
they’re still bad. They have the best player on the block in Ekholm and
could probably get a ransom for him. But a playoff spot is right there for
the taking. But if they grab it then they’ll need a miracle not to get swept.
But miracles do happen. But banking on a miracle isn’t a plan. But the
plan was to get into the playoffs, so

7. Florida Panthers

Yeah, still no idea. Have fun with this, David Poile.

Unlike the Islanders situation, there just isn’t anything close to an Aaron
Ekblad-level player available to plug the late-season hole. Still, there are
blueliners on the market, and plenty of pressure on rookie GM Bill Zito to
make sure this dream season stays on course. Remember, the Panthers
haven’t won a playoff round in 25 years. Sure, the path out of the division
is brutal, but they’re playing .700 hockey and this is no time to get
conservative.

The disaster that desperately needs some hope

8. New York Islanders

Reality Bites
You know what, let’s just group these two teams together.
6. Columbus Blue Jackets
5. Calgary Flames
There may not be a tougher position for a GM at the deadline than to
have a team that’s kind of in the race, but not really. You know what you
should do: Bite the bullet and look toward the future. But you also know
what you want to do, which is pretend you’re still a contender and kick
the can down the road on the tough calls you have to make.

OK, let’s do this.
1. Buffalo Sabres
The dirty secret of deadline day is that it’s usually not all that hard a time
to be a bad team. You figure out which players are part of the long-term
plan, and hang a big “OPEN FOR BUSINESS” sign outside the door for
everyone else. You ship out some veterans for a prospect here and a
pick there, trim some cap space in the process, then go to your fan base
with a message of hope for the future if they’ll just give you a little bit of
patience now.
But what do you do when the fan base is completely out of patience and
has been for years? The Sabres are about to miss the playoffs for the
10th straight time. Six years after they openly tanked an entire season to
finish last and get a top-two pick, they’re probably going to finish dead
last again. Only this time, they were actually trying to win. We think. With
this team, how could you tell?

Accepting reality and making the hard calls is one of the toughest parts of
a GM’s job, and it’s going to be fascinating to see whether these teams
can do what needs to be done. One key difference: Jarmo Kekalainen
probably gets to play his coaching card before his seat goes full burner,
while Brad Treliving might be managing for his job right now, which is
never a scenario you want your GM to be in at the deadline.

Their big offseason addition is a recent MVP who has two goals. They
have arguably the worst contract in the league. Their most important
young players don’t seem to be developing the way you’d like. The coach
has been fired. The fans hate the owners. Oh, and their one true
superstar, the guy they tanked for all those years ago, might want out.

The 18-wheelers going off a cliff

So who gets to figure this out? Just a rookie GM who’s never even been
an assistant in an NHL front office on deadline day, and has only recently
been allowed to start building a support staff around him.

Both of these teams went into the season with their sights set on a Cup.
Even a few weeks ago, both still looked like they’d be in the playoff mix.
But both are plummeting, and that puts their GMs in an almost
impossible situation. Do you pull the chute and sell? Throw good money
after bad and try to bring in reinforcements? You can’t possibly stand pat
when every siren and alarm in the room is at full volume … can you?
Maybe you should.
4. Philadelphia Flyers
Charlie got ahead of the crowd by saying they didn’t deserve to be
buyers two weeks ago, even as Chuck Fletcher was hinting that he
wanted to add. With their playoff odds now in single digits, you’d think
that any talk of being buyers would be gone, and it mostly is. OK, so now
what? Does Fletcher try to sell, even without any obvious rentals to offer?
Brian Elliott might land them a decent asset or two, but that would mean
throwing Carter Hart back into the full-time starter’s role, and that seems
less than ideal. Ideally, Fletcher would be looking for bigger moves that
would free up cap space for an offseason reset, but that’s far easier said
than done in today’s environment. He may not be able to do anything at
all, and it’s hard to imagine that going over well even if it’s the right call.
3. St. Louis Blues
Of all the bubble teams, it’s not hard to figure out which one is under the
most pressure. That would be the Blues, a team that was supposed to
have a playoff invitation locked up from Day 1 but has been spiraling for
weeks. Doug Armstrong has a ton of tough questions to answer. Do you
trade Mike Hoffman? Can you still count on Vladimir Tarasenko as an
impact player? Do you get in on a big name like Hall? Do you even think
about selling? Blues fans seem to be all over the map on how they want
to see it play out, and I’m pretty much right there with them. The Blues
are riveting right now. That’s not a compliment.
The team I just can’t figure out
*shrug emoji*

Other than that, going great.

I’m honestly not even sure what Kevyn Adams is supposed to do this
week. He has the deadline’s top forward in Hall, now sitting out because
a deal seems imminent, and they obviously need to get as much as
possible for him. He could move Sam Reinhart or Brandon Montour.
Rasmus Ristolainen has been on the block for years. He already shipped
out Eric Staal for an unimpressive return. He could surprise us by moving
some other core piece, although he doesn’t have many to work with. And
if he’s going to move Jack Eichel in the summer, some of those
conversations should probably be happening already.
Will any of those moves turn the season around? Not remotely. But
Sabres fans need something. Ideally, that would be some picks and
prospects to get excited about. At this point, they’d probably settle for
some sign that their GM can handle this, that he isn’t some in-over-hishead newb who got the job because the owners liked him but rather a
strong executive in the making that has a plan to rebuild this thing. To his
credit, Adams got strong reviews last offseason. That feels like a long
time ago.
So what do Sabres fans want to have happen? Something worth getting
excited for. Can they be more specific? Probably not. Should they be
more realistic? After what they’ve been through the last decade, not
really, no.
It all feels kind of impossible. Then again, so is missing the playoffs 10
straight years in the parity era, and here we are. Good luck, Kevyn. You’ll
need it.
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The Athletic / Do we need to rethink how we judge top defensemen?
Samuel Girard, Adam Fox and others are forcing the question

By Shayna Goldman
Apr 7, 2021

What does a player need to do to be in consideration for the Norris
Trophy? Well, that depends on who you ask.
In theory, the award is given to the top all-around defenseman in the
league. In reality, that isn’t always the case. As The Athletic’s Dom
Luszczyszyn explored a few seasons ago, winners have historically been
chosen based on their scoring totals, ice time, plus-minus, team strength
and reputation. That’s why defenders like Drew Doughty are frequently
leading this year’s conversation even if that isn’t merited.
So how should we evaluate the best defenders and contenders for the
Norris Trophy?
With inspiration from the work of Luszczyszyn and Alison Lukan at The
Athletic to help guide our analysis, let’s dive in.
As a starting point, The Athletic sought opinions from coaches and
players in the league, of how they judge a top defender.
A Norris-caliber player is one the opponents focus their game plan on,
Lightning bench boss Jon Cooper explained.
“When a team is pre-scouting you and there’s a couple of guys that they
circle,” Cooper said. “If they’re circling a defenseman, that means they’re
probably a Norris-caliber type player.”
Rangers coach David Quinn had a similar explanation. “To me, it’s a guy
(who), when the game ends, the other team starts talking about the guy
— someone that they recognize, have an awful lot of respect for, with the
way he plays, and a guy they’d want to play with or don’t want to play
against,” he said.
Those players are usually valued for more than one aspect of their game;
Norris candidates can’t be too one-dimensional. As Wild defender Jared
Spurgeon explained, the trophy is for an “all-around player“ — one who is
“able to contribute offensively but still at the same time (play) big minutes
defensively and effectively.”
One way to get started finding those “all-around” defenders is with
Luszczyszyn’s Game Score Value Added model. GSVA is based on
Game Score; it combines traditional boxscore statistics, including points,
shots, blocks and penalty differential, with more advanced metrics like
expected goals, and then it adjusts for usage.
We can immediately take the higher-ranking defenders in GSVA a step
further by narrowing the list down to defenders who play a first-pair role
— adjust for usage, as Spurgeon noted, to help narrow down to those
who play those “big minutes.” That brings us to Luszczyszyn’s current list
of Norris candidates as a starting point.
These defenders represent a shift in the typical Norris pool. More puckmovers are featured, as are younger defenders, including two
sophomores right at the top of the list, instead of the defenders who
“waited their turn” and now “it’s their time.” These players are featured
because it actually is their time to be in the conversation based on their
performances this season.
With an outline of players to consider, we can break down some of the
categories that are often cited and what should actually be considered.
Offense is always a leading consideration in the Norris Trophy
conversation, but that often revolves around scoring, which doesn’t give
a look past the surface level.
“If you’re looking at the guys who have won that award, obviously it’s
skewed a lot of times just based on points and offensive production, but I
think you’ve got to do more than that,” Avalanche coach Jared Bednar
said.

Cooper echoed that. “I’m not a huge believer that whatever defenseman
has the most points should get the Norris Trophy,” he said. “I think it’s the
best defenseman trophy.”
And Capitals coach Peter Laviolette pointed out the excessive focus on
offense, as well. “You never see a guy who’s just a defensive
defenseman walk away with that award. Offense factors into it heavily,”
he said. “But I do think a guy who plays all-around minutes probably is a
contributing factor to the decision. The minutes, the opponent — there’s
a lot of things that go into it.”
We can start digging into offensive metrics, some of which are factored
into GSVA, like shot attempts and expected goals.
Victor Hedman and Adam Fox are tied for the league lead in overall
defensive scoring with 36 points, while Samuel Girard lead the pack
among these 10 defenders with 19 five-on-five points. Individually,
Hedman also has created the most shots and quality chances at five-onfive. But we also have to look at a player’s offensive influence, along with
individual impact.
All 10 players in our Norris race at least break even in shots and
expected goals at five-on-five. Girard doesn’t just lead this group in Corsi
percentage and shot rate but also ranks second in the league in both.
Cale Makar, Devon Toews, Jeff Petry and Charlie McAvoy also rank in
the top 15 among league defenders in on-ice shot rate for.
Girard has taken his game to another level this season, as teammate
Ryan Graves explained: “You’ve always known him for how well he
skates and how elusive he is, but I think offensively he’s shooting more.
He’s more dangerous. He’s so hard to defend as a player. He’s similar to
what Cale is like. They’re both very dynamic and really hard to contain.”
Here’s what that looks like in action:
When factoring in both shot quality and quantity, the defender with the
best expected-goals-for rate is Morgan Rielly in Toronto. Rielly’s xG rate
ranks third in the league, trailing only Dougie Hamilton and Dylan
Coghlan. Makar isn’t far behind, in fourth. Adam Pelech, Girard, Toews
and Ryan Pulock all rank in the top 20.
The heat maps below give a look at both Girard (left) and Rielly’s (right)
influence on their team’s offensive generation, with red reflecting shot
creation.
Stylistic and systematic differences have to be accounted for. The
Islanders, for example, go for quality over quantity. So it’s also worth
looking at who gives his team the biggest boost relative to his
teammates. Of these defenders, McAvoy increases his team’s offensive
production the most.
Along with five-on-five play, we also have to consider the power play.
“I think (a Norris finalist is) a complete defenseman that helps his team
and does everything in all situations,” Hamilton said.
That’s a strike against Pelech, who has 10 points in all situations despite
not having a role on the man-advantage and has a 63 percent expected
goal share that ranks second in the league at five-on-five.
The remaining nine candidates from our pool of defensemen play on
either the first or second power-play units for their teams. Two of those
nine rank particularly high; Fox and Makar (seen in the clip below) have
the second and third greatest impacts on their teams’ expected-goals-for
rate on the man-advantage among league defenders, according to
Evolving-Hockey’s Regularized Adjusted Plus-Minus.
Offense is just one piece of the puzzle when evaluating the best allaround defenseman. Let’s turn to the other end of the ice.
So what makes a good defender besides what’s often cited: blocks and a
strong plus-minus? Shot blocks are often reactionary and aren’t enough
to tell the story. Plus-minus doesn’t give enough insight into a player’s
defensive ability because it’s driven by goal-scoring without consideration
for goaltending and luck. We need to widen our scope when talking about
defense — to actually preventing offense against or limiting quality
opportunities.
The Avalanche don’t allow much in terms of quantity when Girard’s on
the ice; he has the second-lowest shot rate against among defenders.
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From our pool, Toews (third), Makar (fifth), McAvoy (11th), Petry (13th)
and Hedman (17th) are all in the top 20 in that stat.

shouldn’t be an outright dealbreaker. It may, however, give a boost to
those who are deployed on more imbalanced pairings.

Toews and Pelech are the standouts in limiting quality chances against,
with the fifth- and sixth-best expected goal rates against in the league.
Girard, though, isn’t far behind, at 10th. Three more of our Norris
contenders are also in the top 20 in the league: Pulock (12th), Makar
(15th) and Fox (16th). The leaders in shots against (left) and expected
goals against (right) are reflected below, with blue representing areas
where shots are suppressed.

Along with who defenders skate with, their quality of competition should
be analyzed. Hedman and Petry, for example, don’t take on the toughest
matchups for their teams; Ryan McDonagh and Erik Cernak absorb
those minutes for the Bolts while Shea Weber and Ben Chiarot (when
healthy) carry that load in Montreal. Fox, Pelech and Pulock, on the other
hand, take on some of the most challenging opponents in the league.

With team tactics and styles once again in mind, we also have to look at
who is making the biggest difference for their respective teams. Of these
defenders, no one has a better influence in suppressing shots and quality
chances relative to their teammates than Fox. With him on the ice, the
Rangers are 23 percent stronger than league average defensively;
without him, that drops by 20 percent.
Quinn has high praise for his “elite” player, especially for his defensive
game that isn’t talked about enough.
“I know people were talking an awful lot about Makar and (Quinn)
Hughes and guys like that, but this guy’s special — and not only the way
he creates offense, but I think an underrated part of his game is how he
defends, how he competes and how hockey tough he is,” Quinn said.
Not only how a player defends, but how he helps transition from defense
to offense should be considered. It’s a strength Laviolette noted when
describing his top defender, John Carlson.
“The fact that John can really take both ends of the ice, he can take down
24, 25 minutes, he can play against the other team’s best players, I think
makes other players better on the ice, both defensively with his
steadiness and calmness and his ability to make a good first pass out of
the zone, through the neutral zone, up ice, his skating,” Laviolette said.
You can see that quality from many of the names on our Norris list and
when you watch clips of players like Hedman:
Again, team strength and tactics are a factor in this. But those players
who can carry the puck up the ice can gain another edge in this Norris
race. Based on data tracked by Corey Sznajder, it’s an area in which
Hedman, Fox, Makar, Rielly and McAvoy stand out:
Sticking with the defensive side of the puck, there’s the penalty kill. All 10
of these defenders have played some short-handed minutes, but Rielly
has played the least with just 10.4 percent of the available penalty kill
time in Toronto. Makar’s also on the lower end with less than 19 percent
of the available ice time. The defender in this race with the best shorthanded influence is McAvoy, who ranks seventh among league
defenders for his impact (using Evolving-Hockey’s RAPM), on the team’s
rate of expected goals against.
The context of a defender’s workload should also be a part of Norris
consideration. What should a candidate’s usage be?
“If you look at players around the league that are always considered or
guys that win that award, they’re chipping in in every aspect of the
game,” Bednar said. “That’s five-on-five play, they have to be able to
produce offensively, (on) power play they’re generally producing
offensively, their defensive numbers and their ability to check other
teams’ top players has to be there. That’s a must for me. And then
chipping in on the penalty kill and different aspects of the game.
“Key moments in the game, it’s those guys that you want on the ice.”
Key moments can be based on score state. Pulock, Pelech, Fox and
Hedman all see their ice time tick up when their respective teams are
defending a one-goal lead. Rielly, on the other hand, sees an increase in
minutes when Toronto needs to score; Jake Muzzin is the defenseman
the team leans on in closer situations. In Colorado, because the
Avalanche have so many high-caliber defenders, they can distribute ice
time between three players in close games.
Colorado’s depth brings up another question: whether it matters who
these defenders skate alongside. Makar and Toews are often paired
together, and when Makar was out, Toews spent some time with Girard.
All three defenders get a boost from their forward group, too. Pelech and
Pulock (seen in the clip below) are also paired. It’s a consideration but

For Cooper, a question for a potential Norris candidate is whether they’re
put in every single situation, and then, the impact they make for their
team.
“Do you play six-on-five (time)? Do you play five-on-six? Do you play in a
five-on-three? Are you put in every single situation that your team plays?”
Cooper said. “You start checking all of those boxes off. Are you on the
penalty kill? Are you on the power play? Yeah, you’re probably up in that
elite defenseman range. And now when you get to that point, who’s
having the biggest impact for their team.”
Fox and Pulock, who take on every situation, make an impact even in the
most challenging situations. At five-on-five, against a tough workload,
Pulock still has a 61 percent expected goals rate while Fox is at 59
percent — including some plays on which the expectation of a goal
should be considered particularly high:
The difference in impact for each player against his respective team
stands out; all Islanders defenders at least break even in expected goals.
For the Rangers, besides Fox’s partner Ryan Lindgren, just one other
does: Jacob Trouba (52 percent). The Islanders are a top-five team in
expected goals against while the Rangers are outside of the top 10.
To be considered for the Norris, according to Carlson, a defenseman has
to do everything for his team.
“It should be the defenseman that every team would want for that
particular year; that’s the easiest and most thoughtful way I could answer
that,” Carlson said.
“You should be able to do everything: play good defense, play special
teams, play against top players and succeed offensively … For the most
part, whatever guy in the league that every team would want the most for
that particular season should win.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Campbell's joy in record night for Leafs a reminder of
human side of game

Chris Johnston@reporterchris
April 7, 2021, 10:33 PM

TORONTO — Jack Campbell has emerged from unlikely circumstances
to keep the Toronto Maple Leafs humming along amid a campaign that
might otherwise have been swallowed whole by an injury to his
goaltending partner.
And in establishing a new franchise record for consecutive wins on
Wednesday night, Campbell went one further: He managed to show us
the kind of real genuine emotion this sanitized pandemic season has so
sorely been missing.
Let me be clear.
Through the fault of no one — least of all the players and team staff
being subjected to restrictive safety protocols every day, or the league
personnel now into their 13th month of finding solutions to
overwhelmingly large problems — this simply hasn’t felt the same.
Games played entirely or mostly without fans. Stories and anecdotes and
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thoughts all filtered through perfunctory Zoom media availabilities that
are wearing on everyone involved.
Then you had Campbell pull on a headset for a post-game interview with
my Sportsnet colleague Shawn McKenzie and remind us all why we love
these games. It’s the human side of the athletes and the superhuman
things they’re capable of doing on the field of play.
In Campbell’s case, it’s the twisting 11-year road from being a highly
touted draft pick who failed to meet expectations, and then ending up
here winning 10 straight starts for the Maple Leafs while Frederik
Andersen is sidelined indefinitely.
And really it’s about the fact the 29-year-old has held on to this pure
genuine way of being despite every challenge thrown his way. That’s why
you had Auston Matthews telling Campbell how “f---ing proud of him” he
was during a poignant exchange on the ice after Wednesday’s 3-2 victory
over the Montreal Canadiens. And Mitch Marner joyfully counting off the
10 straight wins that earned Campbell an entry in the Leafs record book.

This Leafs season is being documented behind the scenes by Amazon
Prime cameras and the resulting series should be compelling. But in realtime it’s harder than ever to glean what’s really going on.
That’s why Wednesday’s win stood out among the 26 the Leafs have
managed so far. It was a close, physical, hard-fought game against a
team Toronto will see five more times before the end of the regular
season and potentially again in the playoffs. And it marked a special
achievement for a player the fanbase and his teammates are falling for.
Even in an empty building, you could feel something different in the air.
“A moment I’ll never forget,” said Campbell.
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The goaltender sighed deeply and got emotional when McKenzie asked
him to rewatch the celebration with teammates on the Scotiabank Arena
scoreboard during their post-game interview.

Sportsnet.ca / Canucks offer insight into COVID outbreak, dangers of
variant transmission

“It’s pretty awesome. I’m lost for words right now,” Campbell replied. “It’s
been a long journey and just to have their support, every single guy, it’s
crazy. It’s a dream come true, something I worked very hard for.

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet

“There’s not a day I don’t thank the lord for putting me here in Toronto
with these amazing guys. And I don’t want to forget my L.A. teammates
and coaches there because they got the ball rolling for me in the NHL
and without them I wouldn’t be here.”
Here the Leafs are in a season with Stanley Cup aspirations and the
NHL’s third-best points percentage just days before the trade deadline.
And a former 11th overall draft pick who found himself in the ECHL five
years ago is shouldering their hopes in goal while Andersen deals with
an injury that’s kept him off the ice for a concerning length of time.
Oh, and that goaltender has won all 10 starts he’s managed to make
while missing two extended stretches with a left leg injury of his own and
he’s posted a .944 save percentage in the process.
Against Montreal on Wednesday, he stopped 17 shots during a lopsided
second period, and withstood a late push for the tying goal. He finished
with another 32 saves and helped the Leafs improve to 8-0-1 since
Andersen went down last month. He was properly feted by the fellas, too.
“Oh, I mean, I’m just so happy for him,” said Matthews. “He’s such an
amazing person and he brings a lot of joy into everybody’s lives in the
locker room. I just couldn’t be happier for him. He played unbelievable
again tonight, he’s been unbelievable all season.
“He’s just such a special person and, like I said, we’re all just so happy
for him.”
Campbell supplanted John Ross Roach (1925), Jacques Plante (197071) and Felix Potvin (1993-94), who all had nine-game winning streaks
for the Leafs. And he received some kind of recognition behind closed
doors in the dressing room.

April 7, 2021, 7:38 PM

VANCOUVER – The Vancouver Canucks are running out of healthy
players to test for COVID-19, and now we know why.
Breaking its communications silence, the team issued a medical
statement Wednesday summarizing the positive tests so far, confirming
there is a coronavirus variant involved and attributing the outbreak to a
“source infection to a single individual obtained in a community setting.”
The statement, released by team physician Dr. Jim Bovard, and
infectious disease physician Dr. Josh Douglas, stopped short of naming
the individual or even classifying the individual as a player. Winger Adam
Gaudette was the first Canuck to test positive for COVID-19, based on a
March 29 sample that was confirmed positive the next day.
The community setting is believed to have been a Vancouver restaurant.
Several have been closed recently due to COVID exposures. The
province shut down interior dining at restaurants the same day as
Gaudette’s positive test.
The Canucks’ statement adds heft to the internal memo the NHL sent its
teams on Saturday warning against non-compliance with the league’s
COVID-19 protocols, which include a prohibition on players dining out.
“We have begun to encounter incidences of non-compliance with the
COVID-19 Protocol, which have resulted in exposure to, and infection
from, the COVID virus,” the memo stated.

“I think it’s important to give Jack his moment here,” said Leafs coach
Sheldon Keefe. “He’s been through a lot and worked extremely hard to
put himself in the position to play like this and get these results.”

The Canucks’ statement also had the side effect of exonerating the
Montreal Canadiens, who had their own shutdown when players Joel
Armia and Jesperi Kotkaniemi went into COVID protocol shortly after
playing against Vancouver on March 20. By extension, the NHL itself is
also off the hook.

There is so much going on beneath the surface of this challenging
campaign in 31 dressing rooms across the continent. From the mental
strain of COVID-19 protocols to the physical toll of a compacted schedule
to the loneliness some of these guys feel in a world where we’re all
staying more distant than ever before.

Drs. Bovard and Douglas said the 25 members of the Canucks who had
tested positive included 21 players, three of them from Vancouver’s taxi
squad. After the press release, defenceman Nate Schmidt was added to
the NHL’s protocol list, which includes 19 players and makes the
Canucks' outbreak the largest in the league this season.

On this day the Leafs played without William Nylander, who was sent into
quarantine after coming into contact with someone who possibly
contracted the virus. That happened on Tuesday night after the team
returned from an eight-day road trip and didn’t involve any breach of NHL
protocol, according to Keefe.

Brock Boeser, J.T. Miller, Jimmy Vesey and Jordie Benn are the only
players from the 22 listed on Vancouver’s NHL roster, at the time the
team was shut down, who are not in COVID protocol. The lineup for the
daily morning drive-through test at Rogers Arena is getting awfully short.

“Credit to Will for how he handled it, in terms of being up front and letting
us know there was a potential situation (after Wednesday’s morning
skate),” Keefe added.

OH, HENRY
The Canucks’ media release came the day after British Columbia
provincial health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry’s newsworthy comment to
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reporters that she was “not aware that any of the cases in the Canucks’
organization are related to the P.1.”
Her response to a question about the COVID variant associated with
Brazil took on an almost dismissive tone when she added, “I don’t know
where that started.”
It sounded like a rebuke. Privately, the Canucks were a little surprised by
her remark as the organization and the NHL have been working during
the outbreak under the belief that it was likely the P.1 variant decimating
the team. This wasn’t hockey-operations supposition, but the best guess
by the club and league’s medical staff based on circumstance and case
evidence.
Reporting on the Canucks’ outbreak, by Sportsnet and others, has
reflected this belief and warned about the added danger of the highlytransmissible P.1 variant that is surging in B.C. and against which adults
ages 20-39 are especially susceptible.
Under the headline “Province lowballs variant numbers,” The Vancouver
Sun newspaper reported Wednesday that the B.C. government has been
“undercounting” variants within its COVID-19 totals.
Technically, Dr. Henry wasn’t wrong on Tuesday. The team was still
awaiting genome sequencing on its players’ positive samples to be
completed by the B.C. Centre for Disease Control, so there was no way
yet to confirm the outbreak was caused by P.1 or any other variant. Or
that it wasn’t.

The Edmonton Oilers have been told by the league not to expect the
Canucks to be available for scheduled visits next Monday and
Wednesday, which means Vancouver won’t play any sooner than its
home game April 17 against the Toronto Maple Leafs or the rematch two
nights later.
If the Canucks don’t return until April 19, it’s impossible for them to play
19 games in 23 days before the revised end of the regular season on
May 11. Even extending the season another three to four days shouldn’t
allow a 56-game schedule, not one that the NHL Players’ Association
should abide by.
Think about it: the Canucks, who last played March 24, will be coming off
nearly four weeks of inactivity. Players may have as few as one or two
full practices to prepare, significantly increasing the likelihood of injury
once they begin playing games at an unprecedented pace. And the
Canucks will be doing this with a roster of players returning from the
coronavirus who are no longer contagious, but certainly not 100 per cent.
A 56-game season for Vancouver not only looks impossible, but
inhumane.
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But by Wednesday, the Canucks had proof that the “source infection is
confirmed as a variant,” although they continue to await lab identification
of which one.

Sportsnet.ca / Oilers' McDavid, Draisaitl continue to be too much for
Senators to handle

Concern within the hockey team and in the community looks wellfounded. And Dr. Henry, widely and rightly praised for her calm
leadership during the pandemic, looks a little worse.

Mark Spector@sportsnetspec

Home of the Canucks

April 7, 2021, 10:19 PM

Stream every Vancouver Canucks game this season with Sportsnet
NOW. Plus, SN NOW+ subscriptions now include access to NHL LIVE!
CHOOSE PLAN
OH, BROTHER
One consequence of Henry’s statement was the emboldening of COVID
“truthers” who believe the dangers of the coronavirus have been greatly
exaggerated.
Read through the comments section of virtually any COVID-related story,
even one as basic to human nature (and decency) as sportsnet.ca’s
feature on Tim and Cindy Horvat and their parental concern for Canucks
captain Bo Horvat and their grandson Gunnar, and you will find
conspiracists willing to argue the seriousness of the virus.
Some seemed to be celebrating Tuesday what they perceived as Dr.
Henry’s dismissal of P.1 as the cause of the Canucks’ outbreak. As if
“regular” COVID were like getting the sniffles.
The global death toll of the virus is approaching three million. In Canada,
COVID-19’s mortality rate is 2.3 per cent. Roughly one in 50 people who
contract the virus in this country die from it.
Yes, the great majority of these deaths are among the very elderly and
those weakened by pre-existing medical conditions. But nearly the entire
Canucks team now has the disease. These are remarkably fit, healthy
young athletes who have taken more precautions than most of us and
are supported by their own private medical staff.
Take that as a warning – or not. But whether it’s the variants that
originated in Brazil, England or South Africa or the first strain of COVID19, this virus truly is a murderer's row.
WHEN WILL THEY PLAY?
Even as the Canucks schedule gets pushed back (but not officially by the
NHL since an initial declaration of a four-game postponement last
Thursday), there has been no wavering from the league in its objective
that Vancouver should complete a 56-game season.

EDMONTON — They are, at times, a two-man team, these Edmonton
Oilers.
Or, at least, a two-man offence, as there was plenty of defending to be
done and saves to be made against the feisty Senators, in a 4-2 win at
Ottawa that saw each of the Oilers superstars pile up four points.
Credit the Senators — after a rough first period Ottawa played the Oilers
to a standstill. But, the two-headed monster that has now trampled the
Senators for 41 points in eight consecutive Edmonton victories this
season was simply, in the end, too much for Ottawa.
“Maybe we deserved a better result. That’s how it goes sometimes,”
guessed trusty Sens centre Josh Norris. “Their two big guys came to
play.”
“Should we have got a point? I don’t know,” echoed Senators head coach
D.J. Smith. “I would have liked to have held them to two, but we got
hemmed in our zone, couldn’t get our (preferred) guys out, and it ends up
in our net.”
The game-winner he was talking about came with McDavid on a 1:55long shift, as the Oilers' top line pinned Ottawa in their own zone for more
than a minute. Passing, passing, passing — until McDavid grabbed it
near the half wall, drove to the net and zipped it into the roof.
It was the third goal in a 4-2 win, and though it was a true tour de force it
was not the prettiest goal of the evening. That belonged to the big
German, who one-timed home a McDavid pass with both feet south of
the goal line, maybe 18 feet to the side of the net.
The angle was impossible, the goal impeccable.
“Most guys wouldn’t even attempt that shot, so you’re not going to see it
very often,” Tippett said. “He has that confidence. Not only can he try it,
he’s successful at it.”
“That’s a shot that only a few guys in the world can make, and he’s one
of them,” said McDavid. “He’s deadly from a lot of areas on the ice, and
that’s one of them.”
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In Draisaitl, McDavid has the level of talent required to get the most out
of himself. And vice versa.

Today is not the day to come out with big statements about what we are
or aren’t going to do.

Head coach Dave Tippett plays them on the same line against Ottawa,
for one reason: it works.

We’ve got to get our players feeling better about themselves and start
playing better.

One night No. 97 torches the Senators, the next it’s No. 29. On
Wednesday it was both.

We look at it every day. But today isn’t the day for me to start making
grandiose statements about the core of the team or what we’re going to
do. I know everybody wants action and a head on a stick right now when
the team isn’t playing the way we think they’re capable of playing. We’ve
underperformed as a team and we’ve got to own it.

“There are some great goal scorers around the league, and he’s right at
the top two,” McDavid said of his teammate. “Ovechkin and him, I think,
are two of the most deadly shooters we have around the league.”
There is another side to the success of the NHL’s top two scorers, of
course. When they don’t produce, it is fair to wonder if these Oilers are
good enough?
McDavid and Draisaitl go pointless in that three-game set against
Toronto, and Edmonton loses all three. Neither has a goal against the
Montreal Canadiens yet this season, and the Habs hold a 4-1 edge over
Edmonton in the season series.
Is there enough top-six talent on this Oilers team to play them apart
come playoff time? Or will Tippett relent, and have all his eggs in one
basket?
Kyle Turris was supposed to help with that offensive support this season,
but he has been a flop with just five points all season. Zack Kassian has
gone undercover as well, ghosting again on Wednesday, though his
coach said his no-points, no-shots, two-hit performance was actually an
upgrade on what Kassian has been bringing to the table of late.

As a management staff we’ve got to look at how we best move forward
and that’s what we’re doing.
SN: You’ve always talked about the importance of taking cues from your
players. What are they telling you right now?
TRELIVING: Well, we’re in a struggle right now. I think anybody that
watches our team can see we’re in a downward cycle at this point.
Nobody wants to hear about the parts of our game we’ve improved in.
We don’t give up many chances, but we’re having real difficulty scoring
right now. The mistakes we make are fatal mistakes that end up costing
us.
We’re obviously in a situation where we’ve had a tough stretch here.
We’ve got to find a way to work our way out of it. Not necessarily
focusing on the big picture, for me now it’s focusing on working your way
out of this funk right now. That’s the focus of the team right now, trying to
get back to feeling good about themselves and finding a way to create
more offence and ultimately finish.

“He was not bad tonight,” said Tippett. “We played him on left wing
tonight, and we’re going to try some different things. We’ve been talking
to him. His game was better tonight than it was the other night in
Montreal.”

That’s our biggest trouble right now. It’s tough to win games when you’re
scoring one and two goals a game.

With one game left in the season series — Thursday at 5:00 p.m. MT –
Draisaitl and McDavid both have found some rare air, becoming the first
players with 20 points in a season versus a single opponent since Wayne
Gretzky in 1986-87 vs both the Los Angeles Kings Vancouver Canucks.

SN: Is 'shocked' the best word to describe what’s happened this season?

The similarity is, the Oilers played eight games against both L.A. and
Vancouver that season.

Lots of disappointment. I’m not going to start doing autopsies yet, we
have 30 per cent of our season left. But certainly from where we sit today
and our expectation, certainly very, very disappointing. Not where we
anticipated we’d be.

The difference? Gretzky had a lot more help.

We’re trying to get through the frustration.

TRELIVING: You could probably use a bunch of them. Certainly not what
we anticipated.

SN: Can you talk about your approach to next week’s trade deadline?
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Sportsnet.ca / Q&A: Flames' Treliving on team's 2021 collapse, trade
deadline approach

TRELIVING: I’m not a big deadline guy. I think you do a lot of building of
your team in the summer. There’s certainly times you look to add people
and we have. We’re approaching the deadline here that it’s another
opportunity to improve your team.
Having said that, as we sit here today we’re probably not going to be
chasing rental players or expiring contracts or anything like that, but it still
gives you an opportunity to improve your team.
SN: Do you expect it to be busy?

Eric Francis@EricFrancis
April 7, 2021, 3:25 PM

TRELIVING: I think there’s a lot of discussion now, but there’s a couple
different layers here which leads me to believe the majority of
transactions will be rental transactions where people aren’t taking on
contracts for next year.

Deservedly so.

Certainly teams that are in a good position will try helping themselves,
but I’ll think they’ll do it without taking on extra years on contracts or
where they’ll create expansion issues. If there are hockey trades it has
got to work for both teams where you satisfy expansion questions.

In other news, the sun rose out of the east, dogs hate cats and
pandemics suck. Nothing new here.

I felt we needed to make a change there. Our team was underperforming
and we needed to address it and make a change.

The question is whether GM Brad Treliving still believes in a core that
has been maligned for years after failing to excel when the games matter
most.

SN: Does it bother you when your coach publicly calls out individual
players?

The core of the Calgary Flames is taking a beating in the court of public
opinion, as everyone chips in with theories on who needs to go.

A handful of days before the NHL trade deadline could theoretically start
the retooling of a franchise in free-fall, Sportsnet hooked up with Treliving
for a Q&A that focused on the shocking demise of a squad that has lost
eight of its last nine.

TRELIVING: I think a lot gets blown out of proportion. Darryl is a very
honest, straightforward guy. I don’t look at it like he’s calling people out. I
don’t look at it like he’s saying, ‘This guy is no good.’ His style is, he’s
asked a question about a player and he’ll give his honest opinion. Some
of it you have to look at the motive behind it, to push people and motivate
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people. I don’t look at it as devaluing people or really as being derogatory
towards a player.
Some of it gets blown up a little more. I know he made a comment about
Johnny’s 500th game. I think his comment was. ‘Johnny didn’t have a lot
of energy in Game 499.’ Is that calling a guy out? I think it got played up
for two weeks. It makes for good headlines, but is that really calling a guy
out? He’s saying he didn’t have a lot of energy, maybe because we’ve
played a lot of games.
I think Johnny has been really good of late in terms of having a lot more
juice to his game.
Listen, every coach uses all sorts of different tactics, but I don’t think he
crosses the line in terms of going at people.
Sometime when he’s asked if a player was good tonight a lot of the time
he’ll say, ‘He could be better.’ Everything that Darryl does is to try to push
people towards maximum performance.

Getting this situation cleared up and allowing Wheeler to get back to full
health is the top priority for the Jets, who have 17 games left to go in the
regular season and are locked in a race for second place in the North
Division.
Wheeler’s willingness to play through an undisclosed injury earlier this
season, when the Jets were waiting for Pierre-Luc Dubois to finish off his
mandatory 14-day quarantine after the blockbuster trade with the
Columbus Blue Jackets, sparked plenty of discussion and prompted
Maurice to provide a passionate defence of his captain.
There is no optimal time for a contending team to be without its
undisputed leader and there’s no doubt the Jets will miss Wheeler both
on and off the ice.
Wheeler is fourth in team scoring (32 points in 39 games), averages
more than 18 minutes of ice time per game and is a key puck distributor
on a Jets power play that is currently operating at near peak efficiency,
holding down third place in the NHL (25.9%).

I don’t think he ever goes in there and turns it into a personal attack on a
player. I just think some of it gets a little bit more play, and the story gets
bigger than actually the comment was.

He’s a player that isn’t easy to try and replace, but the Jets depth up front
has been trumped throughout this season - with six forwards already into
double digits for goals and several others knocking on the door of joining
them.
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Because the severity of the injury to Wheeler isn’t fully known and his
potential return to the lineup is undetermined, it’s possible the Jets could
add a depth forward to their shopping list leading into Monday’s NHL
trade deadline.
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets hit by injury bug as Wheeler sidelined with suspected
concussion

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld
April 7, 2021, 5:53 PM

WINNIPEG — Blake Wheeler has always been the guy the Winnipeg
Jets could rely on.
For all of the challenging circumstances the organization has
encountered during the past several seasons, the Jets captain has been
the one constant in the lineup.
Whether the Jets were prepping for a playoff run or in the midst of a
rebuild/reload, you could almost always pencil Wheeler into his familiar
spot at right wing on one of the top two lines.
His durability and reliability have gone hand in hand, with Wheeler
missing only six games in the 10 seasons since the Jets relocated from
Atlanta - and only one game since the start of the 2015-16 - a forced
absence in Game 82 in 2017-18 to get him some rest going into the
Stanley Cup playoffs.
The combination of Wheeler’s high pain threshold, preparation and some
good fortune on the injury front led to an iron man streak of 194 games a run that will come to an end on Thursday when the Jets open a fivegame road trip against the Montreal Canadiens.
“So, Blake's not making the trip with us,” Jets head coach Paul Maurice
revealed on Wednesday before departing for Montreal. “He took the
elbow last game (from Ottawa Senators forward Brady Tkachuk), was
fine, felt good, started to feel a little off (Tuesday) and then (Wednesday)
started not feeling great. The word is concussion (but) we don't have a
diagnosis on that, yet, but we're going to treat it as it is because we're
obviously really careful with these things.
“So, we're not bringing him. We don't want him flying in and out until we
know exactly what's going to happen here. So, he's out, I guess I'll say
indefinitely, until we get this cleared up.”
Remaining Time -1:14
Jets treating Wheeler's injury as concussion, but no official diagnosis yet

However, the Jets top priority remains adding a defenceman, since they
have internal options up front that they won’t hesitate to lean on in the
short term, including Jansen Harkins, who is set to return to the lineup for
the first time since Feb. 19 and slot in on the fourth line with Nate
Thompson and Trevor Lewis.
What’s the buzz like among Jets players when it comes to the potential
for moves to be made leading up to the deadline?
“Honestly, it feels so weird this year with Covid. I feel like it really hasn’t
been talked about as much. It’s kind of funky with the quarantine and all
of that stuff,” said Jets centre Mark Scheifele. “No one really knows what
to expect. I’m sure this is going to be some movement and I’m sure there
is going to be some exciting things happening all around the league.
“All you can do is focus on the games that we have. We have some
pretty big games coming up against some good opponents. All we’ve got
to focus on is our game and our team and whatever happens, happens.
I’ll be making those moves later in my life, on the GM side.”
In the short term, Andrew Copp moves back into the top-six in Wheeler’s
spot alongside Paul Stastny and Dubois, while Mathieu Perreault will also
enjoy as he gets a promotion to the third line with Adam Lowry and
Mason Appleton.
Copp is in the midst of a career season and already has recorded careerhighs in goals (12) and points (30).
He’s also shown he can handle the increased responsibility and he most
certainly embraces it.
“I feel like if you do the right things over and over and over again, you’re
going to earn the coach’s trust, you’re going to get rewarded,” said Copp.
“Hopefully I can make the players around me trust me to be in the right
spots at all times and make the other players around me better. That’s
kind of what I want to be as a player. Like I say, you’ve never arrived, but
those are the goals I’m kind of striving for for myself.”
Could this latest development have an impact on where the Jets
ultimately finish in the standings?
Absolutely, but that’s a secondary concern at this stage.
“Everything up to this point is building for the playoffs,” said Jets goalie
Connor Hellebuyck. “I don't care how we make (the) playoffs, but once
you get there, anyone's got a chance. For me, personally, I just want to
give my team a chance to win every single night, get into a playoff spot
and then battle from there."
This next stretch for the Jets will include battling without Wheeler, but
provided the injury doesn’t keep him on the shelf for too long, one of the
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unintended benefits of this break might be that the right-winger comes
back a little fresher for the stretch run and another opportunity to chase
the Stanley Cup.
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"I’ve been happy with Sam," said Sutter. "I think he’s played all three
positions for us. I’ve been able to get him into some penalty killing
situations, which I think he could thrive in going forward. Taking faceoffs
for us. He’s played hurt
Bennett’s role remains as a bottom six forward, where he has four goals,
10 points and is a team-low minus-16 in 37 games.
When Backlund missed a recent game against the Oilers Sutter called on
Bennett to play centre against Edmonton’s top two lines and gave him
rare time on the power play.

Sportsnet.ca / Flames' Sam Bennett moves on from trade request, enjoys
role under Sutter

This is the time of year he’s typically known as Playoff Sam Bennett,
where the intensity, feistiness and junior scoring prowess that made him
a fourth pick overall seem to magically resurface, making him such a
frustrating study every regular season.

Eric Francis@EricFrancis

Whether he’s traded or not, he will continue to headline potential Flames
moves due to a playoff reputation that makes him a rare commodity that
has to be enticing for contenders looking to add depth for the playoffs.

April 7, 2021, 4:14 PM

Several months after his trade demand went public, Sam Bennett was
singing a different tune Wednesday.
Asked if he has altered his stance, he spoke glowingly of Darryl Sutter,
who came in last month and saddled the Calgary Flames winger with
slightly more ice time and responsibility than Geoff Ward did.
"I’m happy playing under Darryl," said Bennett. "I think I’ve gotten more
opportunity and I’ve been able to play my game a little bit more."
Has the new coach breathed new life into him, in terms of how he looks
at his future in Calgary?
"Ya, absolutely," he said. "I want to have a big role and important role to
help this team win. When I’m playing more I’m playing better and can
help the team have success. It definitely makes it fun and makes me
enjoy coming to the rink when I have a big role. I’ve definitely been in a
better mindset."
Sutter confirmed that in his mind the suggestion that Bennett wants out is
old news.
"We went past that the first time I talked to Sam here, so that’s out of the
question," said Sutter, who has long been a fan of the type of gritty player
Bennett is. "Sam and I are on the same page and away he goes."
It’s an interesting twist to one of the only plotlines linking the Flames to
Monday’s trade deadline.
The Flames were never much interested in responding to a suggestion
floated by agent Darren Ferris that the 24-year-old wanted a chance to
expand his role elsewhere.
Bennett is one of the only Flames with a history of elevating his play in
the post-season, which was always what this team’s season was
supposed to be measured by.
With that in mind the third-line winger would have been a valuable piece
to keep, which was easy to do as he remained a good soldier who is well
liked in the dressing room and wasn’t a distraction.
But with the Flames losing eight of nine to be all but mathematically
eliminated from the playoff race it must be tempting for GM Brad Treliving
to consider cashing in on a player whose playoff prowess would garner
the Flames a bigger return than any of his rentals like Derek Ryan, David
Rittich or Joakim Nordstrom.
Alas, Bennett isn’t a rental, as he’s a restricted free agent with one year
left before he hits unrestricted status.
The likeliest outcome for Bennett has long revolved around him being
snapped up by Seattle in this summer’s expansion draft, making
Treliving’s decision on Bennett’s immediate fate an interesting one.
After all, the model the Flames have long been working on to protect
forwards Elias Lindholm, Matthew Tkachuk, Andrew Mangiapane, Dillon
Dube, Mikael Backlund, Johnny Gaudreau and Sean Monahan from
Seattle is almost certain to be disrupted in what promises to be an offseason of significant change in Calgary.

“I guess if people are saying that that’s a good thing,” said Bennett, who
anchored the Flames' best playoff line last year with Dube and Milan
Lucic, scoring five times and adding three assists in 10 games.
"I pride myself on showing up in big games and battling hard every night
and I found a way to elevate a little bit in the playoffs."
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs keeping Andersen's status vague as trade
deadline nears

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox
April 7, 2021, 1:53 PM

TORONTO -- Purposely vague.
That is the only way to describe the cloud of unknowns shrouding the
status of Frederik Andersen five days away from the NHL’s trade
deadline.
Toronto Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe said Wednesday he has
"no concern" that the injured Andersen may be done for the season. That
sentiment aligns with the message being sent privately by the
organization.
And yet, Keefe said he had not received an update on Andersen’s
condition from the latest in a series of follow-up medical appointments on
the goaltender’s undisclosed lower-body injury.
And yet, Andersen is dealing with a nagging ailment originally described
as day-to-day.
And yet, Andersen has not appeared on the ice with the club for 19 days
and counting. Nor did he travel with the Leafs on their recent four-game
western trip. Instead, he stayed in Toronto for further assessment.
Players placed on long-term injured reserve (LTIR) -- a designation that
provides salary cap relief for rosters hit with significantly harmed players - must miss a minimum of 10 games or 24 days.
It is no secret that GM Kyle Dubas has made an effort to accrue cap
space in order to add to his first-place group by Monday. The upside of
losing depth forwards Travis Boyd and Jimmy Vesey on waivers to
Vancouver mid-season is that the Leafs will now have a projected $2.16
million in cap space to spend at the deadline, per CapFreindly.com. Were
Andersen to be shifted to LTIR, Toronto could theoretically have even
more wiggle space to accommodate an impact player in the coming
days.
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That the Maple Leafs under Dubas have been more forthright and
detailed with injury information than they were under the Lou Lamoriello
regime (see: Auston Matthews’ wrist) makes the lack of details on
Andersen’s situation all the more intriguing.
The fretting around a timeline for Andersen’s return has been reduced
thanks to the stellar play of Jack Campbell (9-0-0, .944) and, to a lesser
extent, third-stringer Michael Hutchinson (4-2-1, .919).
For the first time in nine seasons, the Maple Leafs have earned 13 wins
from their depth goaltenders.
"I think when healthy, when everyone is up and rolling, I think it's a great
tandem. And Hutch has come in and given us good minutes," Dubas
said, during his mid-season availability. "I have a lot of faith that Fred,
over time, has continually shown us that he's able to find his way out of it
and that he will."
Campbell, who has been battling a leg injury of his own, has busted out
as a winking, stick-tapping star during Andersen’s prolonged absence,
winning over fans and teammates alike.
He’ll go for a franchise-record 10th consecutive win Wednesday night at
Scotiabank Arena, against starter Jake Allen and the Montreal
Canadiens (travelling without the injured Carey Price).
"The potential is great," Keefe said of Campbell’s ceiling. "He’s gaining
more confidence, gaining more experience. As we’ve talked about, we
have to be smart about how we continue to manage his workload despite
the fact we don’t have Frederik available. We still gotta be smart with
Jack here."
Thus, Toronto has resorted to dressing newly acquired fourth-string
goalie Veini Vehviläinen as the backup on occasion.
Andersen carries a $5 million cap hit. The backbone of the Maple Leafs
for four-and-a-half years, he is in the final season of his contract. He has
posted a 13-8-2 record with a career-low .897 save percentage in 2021.
“I’m not really where I want to be, obviously,” Andersen said, addressing
his health on March 18. “I think I’m working towards just getting to as
good as possible. But I think everyone goes through a season where
you’ll have something going on. And it’s just a matter of how well you can
manage it and play through it.”
One-Timers
• Set to play his 10th game as a Maple Leaf Wednesday, Alex
Galchenyuk will lose his waiver-exempt status. As a result, Dubas will no
longer be able to accrue cap space by placing the winger’s $1.05-million
cap hit on the taxi squad during off-days.
• Shutdown defenceman Justin Holl missed a practice in Calgary due to
maintenance. “It wasn’t really anything serious. It was just four or five
minor things that came up at the exact same time, so it made sense for
me to stay off the ice,” Holl said Wednesday. “Health-wise, I feel great.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Best and most likely outcomes for top Canadian teams at
NHL trade deadline

Justin Bourne@jtbourne
April 7, 2021, 1:50 PM

The Toronto Maple Leafs are the most interesting Canadian team to
keep an eye on heading towards next week’s deadline, given their spot in
the standings and the related possibility of them doing something
aggressive.

Needs: A top-six forward and a bottom-pair defenceman. Insert “goalie”
here depending on your level of injury concern with Freddy Andersen
and/or Jack Campbell.
It’s worth noting that there’s no scenario where the Leafs can bring in a
quality starting goaltender without giving up valuable assets. Bringing in
another goalie who just “might be OK” (the name “Linus Ullmark” is on
my mind for some reason) feels like a wasted chance to genuinely
improve roster weaknesses. Anyone below the tier of
Andersen/Campbell is just a vaguely repackaged Michael Hutchinson, so
there’d be no point. Rolling the dice on one of Andersen/Campbell being
healthy and playing well is a gamble, but one I feel they have to make.
Best (reasonable) case scenario: For me, it’s Nick Foligno (the actual
“best-case scenario” probably includes David Savard if you’re doing a
deal with Columbus, but then you’re looking at giving up big-name
prospects and picks at that point). Foligno’s got that playoff-style game.
He can kill penalties, contribute offensively and be the type of player that
would help the Leafs when their stars have quiet nights. He’s a physical
player and would be reminiscent of the adds Tampa Bay made last
season.
What likely happens: I’d be least surprised by the add of Mikael Granlund
and a physical D-man who can kill penalties and defend well enough in
limited minutes. I don’t expect them to trade any of Rodion Amirov, Nick
Robertson or Rasmus Sandin.
This is a wildly contradictory sentence, but here it goes: “Good news,
Brendan Gallagher is hurt.” To be clear, it’s really bad news for Gallagher
and the Habs, of course, who are jockeying for a playoff spot in the North
Division. But they ARE very likely to get into the post-season one way or
another, and Gallagher being out may allow them to add a player worth
up to $3.75 million without subtracting from their roster. Then they can
hopefully get Gallagher back when the playoffs start.
Needs: You can make the case that the Habs are the deepest team in
the division, which means they don’t just need bodies that can play, they
need high-end talent to combat their lack of top-end skill (when
compared to the other North playoff teams). Another player from the
mould of Eric Staal (a big centre) wouldn’t hurt, but they’d probably be
best served adding a high-end D-man, a la Mattias Ekholm.
Best (reasonable) case scenario: I think Ekholm is exactly that for them.
They’ve already gambled a ton on this season, firing their head coach, so
management clearly thinks they’ve got a shot here. If the Canadiens had
to part with a first-rounder and a prospect, I think they could live with that,
and additionally, I think you’d look at the Habs differently with that kind of
depth and skill on the back-end.
What likely happens: Not the Ekholm thing, as Nashville's price will be
extremely high (and if they don’t get a deal done, they’ll just trade him in
the off-season) and he feels like more of a “want” than a “need” for
Montreal. The Canadiens will likely sniff around other D-men, but again,
depth is not really their issue, so prices would have to be cheap. I think
they add another forward who can improve their middle six and hope to
get on a roll with the guys they have.
Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff recently quipped that his D-corps “may not
be household names, but does a good job by committee.” I thought that
was really polite phrasing. An improved group of defencemen would
make their Vezina-winning goalie’s life a lot easier, and in turn, make the
Jets an extremely tough out. This team’s “go” window is now with the age
of guys like Wheeler and Scheifele, and Pionk and Dubois needing new
deals soon enough.
Needs: One or two better defencemen who can add some physicality and
calm some of the chaos in front of Hellebuyck and Brossoit.
Best (reasonable) case scenario: Ekholm’s name is an option and
probably the best case, but they’d do well to add either one of Josh
Manson or David Savard, who are both right shots -- an appeal Ekholm
doesn’t offer. There are options there if they do decide to go for a leftshot defenceman, including Jamie Oleksiak or Patrik Nemeth, but I think
we’re leaving “best case” with those conversations.
What likely happens: I don’t see any way they don’t add a D-man, and I
could see it being Savard or Manson, both of whom would be big
additions for the Jets. As I said off the top, it’s “win now” time for this
team. They’re close to the top of the division. Plus, the Leafs, Habs and
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Oilers all have flaws, so this feels like a year they can’t afford to NOT go
for it.

Korpisalo -- GP: 27 | SV%: .900 | Contract: Signed through '21-22 with
$2.8M cap hit

The Oilers deadline comes down to what Ken Holland and Co. believe
they are this season. Do they believe they’ve got a shot to come out of
the North? Or do they think they’re best saving their bullets for a future
run? Being up against the cap and well into LTIR makes things
challenging even if they do think they’re close to a group that can win
multiple playoff rounds.

With the Blue Jackets on the very fringe of the playoff race in the Central
Division, the expectation is general manager Jarmo Kekalainen is open
for business. Two of his more valuable trade pieces might be his
goaltenders who, while inconsistent, have both shown flashes of elite
play and come with affordable contracts beyond this season. As a bonus,
Merzlikins doesn't need to be protected in the expansion draft as he's a
second-year player, which could make him appealing to a team looking
for a backup long-term.

Needs: GM Ken Holland has gone on the record saying like all teams,
they’d love a top-six forward and a top-four defender, of course. Their
most pressing needs specifically are a second line left winger or a third
line centre.
Best (reasonable) case scenario: This may sound bleak, but the way
Holland has been talking about this deadline makes me believe the
team’s best-case scenario is adding someone like Sam Bennett down the
middle. Maybe Luke Glendening? By all accounts they like their depth
fine enough, and have so little roster flexibility right now I just can’t see
them doing much more than that.
What likely happens: Deadline day is still deadline day, and while they’ve
said they’re content to stand pat, what team in a playoff spot doesn’t try
to get a little better on a day those around them will likely improve? I
won’t be surprised if they move a pick out in favour of Glendening, and
otherwise move forward with what they’ve already got.
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Remaining Time -5:38
Mrazek leads Hurricanes to shutout win over Stars
James Reimer/ Petr Mrazek/ Alex Nedeljkovic, Hurricanes
Reimer -- GP: 19 | SV%: .905 | Contract: UFA after this season
Mrazek -- GP: 5 | SV%: .968 | Contract: UFA after this season
Nedeljkovic -- GP: 14 | SV%: .924 | Contract: RFA or UFA after this
season, depending on how many games he plays
The Hurricanes are right in the thick of things in the top-heavy Central
Division and will be looking to add before the deadline. But you have to
give to get and GM Don Waddell said in a recent interview with The
Athletic that one of his goaltenders could help him add to his roster. "If
we’re gonna do something at the trade deadline, maybe one of the chips
is one of our goalies," Waddell said. "I can’t say which one. It depends."
All three goalies have had stretches of success this season and are on
expiring contracts, meaning any one of them could entice another team
to send an NHL-ready skater back to the Hurricanes.
David Rittich, Flames

Sportsnet.ca / 12 goalies who could be moved by the 2021 NHL trade
deadline

Josh Beneteau@jbenny15
April 7, 2021, 12:55 PM

Having goaltending depth is always important but in this unique 2020-21
season that statement might be more true than ever. Just this week the
Boston Bruins and Dallas Stars were forced to dress their third and
fourth-string goalies due to a combination of injuries and potential
COVID-19 cases, something no team wants to risk come playoff time.
But under the flat cap making moves isn't easy, which is why we've seen
a number of goalies get claimed off the waiver wire -- some of them more
than once. However, for teams like the Colorado Avalanche, Washington
Capitals or Toronto Maple Leafs, a more proven goaltender could be had
via trade.

GP: 15 | SV%: .904 | Contract: UFA after this season
Rittich lost his starting job when the Flames brought in Jacob Markstrom,
so he's likely going to be looking for another opportunity in the summer.
The 28-year-old had two decent seasons with the Flames before this
one, where limited opportunity has somewhat hurt his impact. Still, his
age and contract should make him a desirable option for teams looking
for an NHL-quality body in net. With the Flames in free fall and likely to
miss the playoffs in the North Division, GM Brad Treliving should have no
problem recouping some kind of asset for Rittich.
Remaining Time -0:31
Rittich robs Draisaitl with incredible diving save
Chris Driedger, Panthers
GP: 17 | SV%: .931 | Contract: UFA after this season

All contract information can be sourced to CapFriendly.com

Driedger seized the net from Sergei Bobrovsky at times earlier this
season but with the addition of Spencer Knight and Driedger's pending
free agency, there might not be room for the 26-year-old long-term in
South Florida. The Panthers may choose to keep Driedger as a safety
net, but if they do opt to move him his $850,000 cap hit this season could
be appealing to teams that can't afford some of the other options on this
list.

Jonathan Bernier, Red Wings

Linus Ullmark, Sabres

GP: 17 | SV%: .918 | Contract: UFA after this season

GP: 16 | SV%: .921 | Contract: UFA after this season

While the Red Wings continue to work through a rebuild, Bernier has
been a bright spot for the team over the past three seasons. But as the
32-year-old heads to unrestricted free agency this summer, GM Steve
Yzerman will look to capitalize on Bernier's value as a depth goaltender
to add more draft picks or prospects to the team. Unfortunately for
Yzerman, Bernier has been out since March 18 with a lower-body injury
although head coach Jeff Blashill expects his goalie back later this week.

The Sabres are coming off an 18-game winless stretch, but it's worth
pointing out that Ullmark missed all but three of those games with a
lower-body injury. Since returning March 27, Ullmark has a 2-1-1 record
in four starts and overall this season he's only allowed more than three
goals once in a game. As the Sabres consider whether they should enter
another rebuild, the 27-year-old may be one of the team's more valuable
trade pieces.

Elvis Merzlikins/ Joonas Korpisalo, Blue Jackets

Remaining Time -0:37

Merzlikins -- GP: 17 | SV%: .916 | Contract: Signed through '21-22 with
$4M cap hit

Ullmark makes desperation save to rob Kravtsov of first NHL goal

With all that being said, here are 12 goaltenders who could be moved by
Monday's 3 p.m. ET trade deadline, in no particular order.

Darcy Kuemper/ Antti Raanta, Coyotes
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Kuemper -- GP: 18 | SV%: .914 | Contract: Signed through '21-22 at
$4.5M cap hit

Murray to a four-year, $25-million contract. A lot of eggs in one goalie
basket.

Raanta -- GP: 11 | SV%: .913 | Contract: UFA after this season

When Murray faltered -- 7-12-0-1 with a 3.84 goals-against and .880
save percentage, the pressure built. Murray’s backup, Marcus Hogberg,
also struggled with Ottawa, got injured and has bounced back with a
couple of outstanding AHL starts while doing a conditioning stint with
Belleville (2-0-0, 1.51 goals-against average and .950 save percentage).

The Coyotes remain in the playoff hunt but they are also entering a
second-consecutive draft without many high picks. As the team weighs
whether to go for it or restock the cupboard, both Kuemper and Raanta
will be front of mind as two trade pieces, if they can get healthy before
the deadline. Kuemper's success in the bubble last year could entice a
team to add him for another playoff run while Raanta's expiring contract
makes him attractive to a team looking for short-term help. But
considering neither has played since early March, it could be a risk for an
acquiring team to add them at this time.
Devan Dubnyk, Sharks
GP: 17 | SV%: .898 | Contract: UFA after this season
Dubnyk's move to San Jose has not helped him return to his Vezinafinalist levels and he is expected to become a free agent at the end of the
year. If teams strike out on some of the other goalies on this list they may
inquire about Dubnyk as an insurance piece for the taxi squad, but the
Sharks may need to retain some of his $4.333 million cap hit to get a
deal done.
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In Groulx’s defence, many of the other goaltenders in the Senators'
stable have performed rather well. Joey Daccord, Filip Gustavsson and
even waiver-wire pickup Anton Forsberg have had their shining moments
since Murray got injured in mid-March.
Belleville Senators goalie coach Justin Peters has also worked with
Daccord and Gustavsson in recent weeks.
Another factor working against Groulx -- he didn’t have the protection of
being one of Smith’s hires. Other than development coaches along the
lines of a former player like Shean Donovan, Groulx stood on an island
as the one Senators assistant coach Smith inherited when Smith became
head coach prior to the 2019-20 season.
By hiring Bierk now, the club appeared to make a move they were going
to do by season’s end, anyway. Bierk is more than a little familiar with
Smith, having been his goalie coach with the OHL's Oshawa Generals in
2015, the year the Gens won the Memorial Cup with Smith as head
coach.
“Every goalie he’s had has gotten better,” Smith said. “He played in net,
played in the NHL. And that’s something I was looking for -- someone
that's been in that mental spot. Stood in the net and knows what it’s like
to lose his game and get it back.

Sportsnet.ca / Senators look to light a fire under Murray with goalie coach
shake-up

“There’s a lot more mental aspect to goaltending today than there ever
has been. With the pressures that go with it.”

Wayne Scanlan

Bierk was already on the ice Wednesday morning. And no -- he didn’t
travel here from Arizona. Bierk runs a goalie school in Toronto and thus
was able to escape a lengthy quarantine.

April 7, 2021, 11:49 AM

Matt Murray’s struggles with the Ottawa Senators have had myriad
impacts on this team’s season.
The Senators might have even flirted with playoff contention, had their
goaltending been better.
And yet few saw this change coming when it did -- goaltender coach
Pierre Groulx losing his job in the first week of April, with a full month left
in the schedule.
On what was expected to be a quiet off-day for the Senators Tuesday,
the club announced that Groulx was being re-assigned to scouting and
development duties while Zac Bierk, formerly with the Arizona Coyotes
organization, takes over as the new goalie coach.
Pierre Dorion was blunt in his assessment of Ottawa’s goaltending this
season -- and by extension Groulx, who had been in this role since the
start of the 2016-17 season. It’s his second stint with the club. Groulx’s
ties with the organization go way back -- he was one Jacques Martin’s
video coach.
“Unfortunately, a number of our goaltending performances this season
have been underwhelming,” said Dorion, in a statement. “I think very
highly of Pierre Groulx, he’s as dedicated and tireless a worker as
anyone in the organization, but we recently reached a point where we
thought a fresh outlook could help return some stability to our crease.”
Interestingly, in Arizona, Bierk was a developmental goalie coach,
working alongside the father of Senators goalie Joey Daccord -- namely,
Brian Daccord, special assistant to the Coyotes GM and director of
goaltending operations. Bierk’s more prominent link to Ottawa -- he
worked with Senators head coach D.J. Smith in the OHL.
Clearly the struggles of Murray are front and centre here. Dorion traded
for Murray on Oct. 7, giving up prospect Jon Gruden and a second-round
draft pick to the Pittsburgh Penguins — the Senators instantly signed

Sometimes athletes have a say in who coaches them. Smith made it
clear that Murray and Groulx did not connect.
“Pierre Groulx is a tireless worker, gave everything to the organization,”
Smith said. “He was a team-first guy. Sometimes different guys are for
different goalies. The same thing for coaches of a team. This isn’t on him,
but we’ve got to try our best to get Murray and Hogberg going.”
Smith said the timing was connected to Murray and Hogberg getting
healthy. Murray, who hasn't played since a 7-1 loss to Edmonton March
10, is back practicing. Hogberg, whose last NHL appearance was Feb.
18, is starting tonight at home against the Oilers.
“Those are our guys,” Smith said, of Murray and Hogberg, both 26. “They
were our two guys at the start of the year and we feel they are going to
be able to get some starts here down the stretch, with Forsberg. We want
to get some camaraderie and get ‘em going. So we can start the year
next year up and running and not have to go trial by fire.
“From the outside it might not look like it but Matt Murray is a major
priority for us. Getting his game to where we know it can be is our No. 1
priority at this point.”
It would be one thing if Murray’s disastrous start was the only goaltending
issue. After all, he was coming to Ottawa off a poor season in Pittsburgh.
But Hogberg also fell apart (2-5-0, 4.34 and .859%). Last season,
Hogberg was excellent in relief of Craig Anderson. Hogberg appeared in
24 games, had a 5-8 record, a 3.12 goals-against and .904 save
percentage.
Smith was asked to assess the change in Hogberg’s play this season.
“I think when Hoggie has really been good, he’s calm in net,” Smith said.
“Pucks hit him. And I think that’s the same for every goalie. You look at
Carey Price, when he's on he’s not very active. Pucks just hit him and
look like they’re never going to go in. Same with Hoggie, when he’s not
playing great, it seems like he’s overplaying, overthinking. He looks
almost wild in net.”
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Heaven forbid that a goalie should dare be active, in the way that
Dominik Hasek and Martin Brodeur actually moved to stop shots. But this
is modern goaltending. (For a feature on that subject, check out Ken
Dryden’s story in The Atlantic).
“It happens to every goalie in the league," Smith said of Hogberg trying
too hard to stop pucks. “It’s not him. But when they get their game back,
they look calm and look like they're not going to get beat.”
While Ottawa’s goaltending tandem looks to get back on track, so too
does young defenceman Erik Brannstrom.
Once considered the jewel of the trade that delivered Mark Stone to Las
Vegas, Brannstrom has been in and out of the lineup and all over the
map from the taxi squad to AHL Belleville and back.
It’s as though he is stuck in limbo, having last played in the AHL on
March 26 and with the NHL Senators March 10 (that 7-1 loss to
Edmonton that was Murray’s last start).
The best explanation for Brannstrom’s idleness I can think of is that the
NHL team wanted him for insurance in case of injury, but didn’t actually
start him because they are giving starts to Braydon Coburn and Josh
Brown in hopes of enticing a trade partner for those veteran D-men.
Because the Senators didn’t skate prior to Wednesday's early start time
(5 p.m. ET), their lines and pairings were not clear, but Smith assures us
Brannstrom is playing soon, with a back-to-back with Edmonton on tap.
“He could be in tonight, we haven’t made that final decision,” Smith said
Wednesday morning. “He will be in one of these two games and then as
we get past the deadline here, he will play lots of games and lots of
minutes down the stretch.
“And obviously you have to play well. We’re not just going to give games
out to particularly anyone but we think he can do it and if he goes in and
plays well he will continue to play.”
While Brannstrom has had some trouble defending at the NHL level, he
is still 21 and needs to play. Whether that is in the NHL or AHL matters
less than playing enough hockey to develop.
Combined, Brannstrom has played just 18 games this season -- 14 in the
NHL and 4 in the AHL. Before the North American leagues started up for
2020-21, Brannstrom also played 10 games last fall with the Langnau
Tigers of the Swiss-A League.
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Campbell sets franchise mark with 10th straight win for Leafs

Alexander Barabanov was elevated from the taxi squad to replace
Nylander in the Leafs’ lineup, suiting up for his first NHL game since
March 1. And from there Toronto, perched atop the North Division with
57 points, barely missed a beat as Campbell backstopped them to a
victory and a spot in Leafs’ lore.
“He passes off a lot of attention to his teammates and credit to his
teammates, but I think it's important to give Jack his moment here,” said
coach Sheldon Keefe. “He’s been through a lot, and worked extremely
hard to put himself in a position to play like this and get these results. He
deserves everything that has come his way. Our team is thrilled for him
and clearly played hard for him in that third period.”
Campbell was mauled when the final buzzer sounded to signal his feat
was accomplished. He shared a jubilant exchange with Mitch Marner in
particular, where Marner emphatically counted to 10 on his fingers to
rhyme off each of Campbell’s victories. It was a moment the netminder
said he’ll never forget, but true to form he shrugged off any individual
accolades.
“We must be playing well,” Campbell said of winning 10 straight starts.
“Just to get one win is a big deal, because it's a tough league and we
need everybody to win and that's what we've been getting. It's super
special and an honour and something that I'll be able to look back on
sometime but right now it's just back to work and trying to get better.”
The 29-year-old is not just a perfect 10-0-0 on the season now, but his
.944 save percentage and 1.58 goals-against average are best in the
NHL among goalies with at least 10 starts. Campbell has produced his
impressive stats while also battling through a leg injury he originally
suffered on Jan. 24 in Calgary, which has twice forced him to miss
playing time. And since Frederik Andersen has been sidelined with a
lower-body injury since March 20, Campbell has been carrying the load
for the Leafs in net while managing his own ailment.
“I'm just so happy for him, he's such an amazing person,” said Auston
Matthews, who scored the Leafs’ first goal in Wednesday’s win. “He
brings a lot of joy in everybody's lives and in the locker room and I just
couldn't be happier for him. He played unbelievable tonight, he's been
unbelievable this season. He's just such a special person and we're all
just so happy for him.”
Toronto really leaned on Campbell in the second period of his historic
night, when Montreal did all they could to rob him of the potential
distinction.
The scoring started early on Wednesday, with Matthews’ wraparound
goal and Corey Perry’s wrister creating a 1-1 tie that would hold until the
third period.
Toronto was outshot 17-4 in a forgettable second frame, but roared back
to life in the final 20 minutes. T.J. Brodie broke the stalemate with his first
goal as a Leaf, popping a puck behind Jake Allen from the slot.
Barabanov assisted on the score to earn his first NHL point.
Then Matthews’ line went to work again in the offensive zone, and Zach
Hyman pounced on a rebound to make it 3-1 Toronto.

By Kristen Shilton

TORONTO — Jack Campbell has entered the Maple Leafs’ record
books.
The goaltender extended his winning streak to 10 games in Wednesday’s
3-2 win over Montreal, passing Felix Potvin (1993), Jacques Plante
(1970-71) and John Ross Roach (1925) to set a new franchise mark.
Campbell’s 32-save showing against the Canadiens was the kind of
clutch performance Toronto has come to expect from him this season,
and was especially needed on a night that began with some uncertainty
surrounding forward William Nylander.
The Leafs announced prior to puck drop that Nylander was being held
out for precautionary reasons because of exposure to a potentially
positive COVID-19 case in a close contact outside the team. Nylander
was said to be isolating and would be reevaluated on Thursday pending
further test results.

Allen was pulled late in the third and Perry came calling again, banging in
a loose puck on Campbell to cut the Leafs’ lead to 3-2 with 2:15 to play in
regulation.
It was too little, too late for Montreal though as Campbell and the Leafs –
winners of five straight – came out on top.
“It's really hard to take [the puck] from them,” Keefe said of Montreal.
“They shoot the puck from everywhere, they come hard, they defend
hard, they take away space. So we knew that there was potential for that.
Jack was solid, lots of volume, lots of pucks coming at the net through
traffic and I thought our team did a good job despite being under siege."
The Leafs don’t play again until facing the Ottawa Senators on Saturday,
and it remains to be seen what Nylander’s status will be by then.
Nylander did participate in the Leafs’ full morning skate on Wednesday,
before informing the team around lunchtime about potentially being
exposed to a positive COVID-19 case. The NHL allowed the game
between Toronto and Montreal to go on as scheduled though and now
the Leafs will have to wait and see about next steps.
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“Credit to Will for how he handled it in terms of being upfront and letting
us know about the potential situation,” said Keefe. “I think Will handled
himself really well. It's important to point out that Will didn't break any
protocols here, or do anything outside of the rules or the protocols. It's a
very unfortunate situation. We're going to, of course, support Will through
this and we'll just have to wait for more information.”
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Flames’ Treliving: After ‘underperforming’ this season, ‘we all have to
own it’

of players we have and we have to find a way to maximize performance
out of them and, like every other team, you’re going to look at how you
can improve yourself and what changes you can make leading up not
only to the deadline but beyond that. Certainly we look at that everyday
but ultimately the group we have right now has underperformed and
we’ve got to address that.”
So, as a manager, do you get a bit concerned about your own job
security when a season has gone this way?
“Listen. I do my job everyday. That’s nothing I concern myself with.
People will make those decisions above me. I concern myself with how
we can get the team playing better and how we get ourselves back on
track. So that’s where my focus is.”
Last off-season, the organization committed to goaltending with Jacob
Markstrom and with the creation of a goaltending department. How would
you assess that position thus far this season?

Losers of four straight and just 2-8 in their last 10 games, the Flames sit
in sixth place in the North Division eight points out of the final playoff spot
currently held by the Montreal Canadiens. Montreal, however, has five
games in hand heading into Wednesday night’s action.

“Well, I think Jacob and David both I think if you look at the early part of
the season, I thought Jacob was outstanding. Him like the rest of our
team, certainly over the course of the last six weeks, have performed
better. They’re capable of more. So we went in and we brought in Jacob
over the summer. We think he’s a top goaltender in this league. I still
believe that and both him and David right now, we’ve got to continue to
work with them and [they’re] no different than any other player on the
roster, finding ways to maximize performance. I haven’t lost any faith in
Jacob. He’s a top-end goaltender, works hard, extremely dedicated to his
craft. It’s up to him and us to work together to get him back on track and
he’s no different than any other player on our team.”

Ahead of Monday’s NHL Trade Deadline, general manager Brad
Treliving spoke with TSN about the team’s culture, roster untouchables,
and his own job security.

And so, looking ahead, is the goal for next season to compete for a
Stanley Cup, or is there any possibility of a rebuild or a reset here with
Calgary?

It’s been a few weeks since Darryl Sutter was hired and it doesn’t seem
like a ton has changed. Just how disappointing is this season and how
the team has performed since the coaching change?

“We’re going to go about [it]. We’ve got a trade deadline that’s upon us
on Monday so we’ll look at seeing what if anything takes place there and
then we continue to work at it every day. Like I said to you earlier, Salim,
I’m not going to start making any big proclamations about the direction of
the team. We’ve got 30 per cent of our schedule left here so that’s the
focus, is on the ice right now. What we do behind the scenes, those are
conversations that we continue to have everyday of how do we make our
team better. In terms of making any proclamations on the direction of the
team, we’ll save that for another day.”

By Salim Valji

With a 0.438 points percentage, the Calgary Flames are in the midst of
one of the worst seasons in franchise history.

“Our season has been disappointing. If you look where we are in the
standings, it’s not what we anticipated. You can come up with a whole lot
of words…disappointment, frustration, a lot of things. To the point of
nothing changing since Darryl has come in here, I would disagree with
that. At the end of the day, the results aren’t there. We’re in a resultsoriented business. What we have done, or what the results we have, are
certainly not acceptable and not what we wanted to have happen, but I
think there have been some changes that have come into our game,
specifically on the defensive side, but the good things that have
happened aren’t what we want to talk about. Ultimately, we’re in a
results-oriented business. We’re not getting our results. We’ve got to find
a way to get out of the funk that we’re in right now.”
So with the coaching change, is the onus now 100 per cent on the
players?
“It’s on all of us. It starts with myself. I’m in charge of the hockey
department so it starts with the manager and we all take our piece of it.
When you are in the position that we’re in at this time of the year, we all
have to own it and so it starts with myself, the players, everybody
involved in the hockey department. You own what your record is and so
like I said, I accept responsibility as well as everybody else within the
hockey department. So this is where we’re at, and the focus is now [on]
how to improve where we’re at and get out of this.”
There’s been talk about team culture and the need to change it. What
does ‘team culture’ mean to you, and do you agree with that statement,
that maybe it’s time for a culture change with this roster?
“Well I mean, anytime where you’re going through a bad stretch you’re
going to have all sorts of, well I guess you’d have to explain to me what
your definition of [team culture is]. Changing players is one thing from
changing culture. Like I said, when you’re on a down cycle here, you will
get all the bullets shot at you and deservedly so. Our focus right now is
going to be, ‘How do we get our group of players performing to the level
that they’re capable of.’ As far as changes, those are things that the
manager and management staff look at all the time. ‘How do we make
our team better?’ So we’re not going to be making any proclamations
about who’s going where or what we’re going to do, but certainly we have
to improve our team and you have to improve right now. This is the group

Lastly, are there any untouchables on the roster right now?
“Well, we’ve got good players that are underperforming. Certainly any
player can be moved. You hear that all the time in our business, but we
certainly have players right now that we think are good players but are
underperforming. Again, in terms of what moves we may or may not
make, I think anybody that watches our team or knows our team knows
who the top players are. We’re certainly not going to do things just out of
emotion right now because the season hasn’t gone the way we intended
it to go. I come back to it. We’ve got the rest of this season to work on
getting our game to where we think it can be and then we’ll see where we
go from there, but certainly we will look at any and every possible angle
to make our team better.”
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Galchenyuk embracing change as he flips sides in Leafs-Habs rivalry

By Mark Masters
Mark Masters

The Toronto Maple Leafs and Montreal Canadiens (optional) skated at
Scotiabank Arena on Wednesday.
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After starting his National Hockey League career with six seasons in
Montreal, Alex Galchenyuk is embracing the chance to switch sides in an
Original Six showdown.

perspective, as well, having been on both a buying, and selling team,
veteran Jason Spezza describes how much better is to be on this side of
the equation.

"I know how big the rivalry is," the winger said. "It's finally nice to get one
from this side. It's a little different feel without fans in the building, but it's
a huge game for both teams and definitely going to be a lot of emotion."

The schedule makers have dealt the Leafs a tough hand tonight. Toronto
travelled home on Tuesday from a four-game swing through Winnipeg
and Calgary. They held a 15-minute skate this morning to get the legs
going again.

Galchenyuk played his last season with the Canadiens in 2017-18.
"You talk here and there with guys throughout the summer a little bit, but
it's been a while," Galchenyuk noted. "It's been a few years now since I
played with them, so some of the connections, you don't talk as much. I
talked to [Brendan] Gallagher a couple times, so he texted me when I got
traded and stuff, but other than that not much."

"The games come quick," Holl said. "I was talking about it with [Tavares]
this morning actually and I was like, 'I can't remember, are the games
usually this condensed?' And he said in the second half of the year it's
kind of similar to this, so it's not too different. But with coming back from
the West and only getting a day and things of that nature, those are the
challenges we're dealing with."

Galchenyuk isn't out to impress old friends tonight, but he is looking to
make new ones in the Leafs organization. With only days left until
Monday's trade deadline, Galchenyuk is aiming to prove he can be the
forward the team has been seeking to play alongside John Tavares and
William Nylander.

"We're going to have to really dig in here tonight," said Keefe. "Our
schedule has been challenging and is challenging, but that's the nature of
the season. It's a good chance for our team to overcome that here
against a very good and hungry Montreal team."

"To be honest, there's still a lot of ways I want to improve and keep
building," Galchenyuk said. "Obviously, the more games you play the
more comfortable you keep getting and especially chemistry with
linemates."
Toronto's second line seems to be generating some momentum. For the
first time since the first two games of the season, Tavares has produced
consecutive multi-point games. Galchenyuk picked up his first goal as a
Leaf on Sunday in Calgary.
"They've been buzzing," noted defenceman Justin Holl. "They've been
getting a lot of chances. Gall's been doing a great job of getting on the
forecheck and being aggressive and working hard all over the ice and
they're starting to get rewarded for it."
"Keep working hard," Galchenyuk said when asked what the message is
from the coaching staff. "Keep competing like I have been."
'I know how big the rivalry is': New Leaf Galchenyuk expects emotion v
Habs
Alex Galchenyuk will get his first taste of the Maple Leafs - Canadiens
rivalry from the Toronto side when the two teams square off tonight. He
spoke about what the rivalry is like and how it will be nice to experience it
from the other side.
The players and coach Sheldon Keefe are getting more and more
questions about the looming trade deadline. The atmosphere around the
team this year is much different than last season when the inconsistent
Leafs lost to emergency backup goalie David Ayres in their final game
before the deadline.
"From my vibe this morning and how they were on the road trip, I don't
think it's a factor here," said Keefe. "The guys are feeling good as a
group and they know what is and isn't in their control. We're just keeping
the focus on preparing the team and the players are just focused on
preparing themselves and continue to try to be as good as we can every
night."
During his mid-season media availability, general manager Kyle Dubas
said if the Leafs responded well to a 1-5-0 slide that would put pressure
on him to make a move to improve the roster.
"If our group can do that in combination with what they showed at the
beginning of the year, I think the onus will be on me to do everything
within reason to improve the group," Dubas said on March 16.

Jake Allen starts for the Canadiens. It’s the first time a goalie not named
Carey Price has started for Montreal against the Leafs in two years.
"It is a different dynamic for sure, but I think both goaltenders have had
success for them," said Keefe. "I don't think it changes a whole lot in
terms of their mindset or ours in that sense."
There's still no sign of Toronto's No. 1 goalie Frederik Andersen.
"No update," said Keefe. "No update on him today. He had another
follow-up [appointment] here, but I haven't had the update on that."
Andersen hasn't been seen on the ice since a game on March 19.
Any concern his season may be in jeopardy because of this lower-body
injury?
"No concern," said Keefe.
Campbell goes for Leafs franchise record; still no update on Andersen
With a 9-0-0 record on the year, Jack Campbell is undefeated on the
season and on the verge of Maple Leafs history. With one more win, he
would take sole possession of the longest winning streak for a goaltender
in Maple Leafs history. Head coach Sheldon Keefe spoke about what a
positive influence Campbell has been on and off the ice. While Campbell
has been rolling, Frederik Andersen has yet to skate due to a nagging
injury for which Keefe had no update.
Holl insisted he's feeling just fine these days despite sitting out
Saturday's practice for maintenance.
"Just four or five minor things that came up at the exact same time so just
something that made sense to stay off the ice on that particular day, but
health-wise I feel great," the 29-year-old said.
Holl is averaging 21 minutes and 12 seconds of ice time per game this
season, which is up from 18 minutes and 31 seconds last year.
"The games are coming so quickly, it's kind of nice," Holl said. "We're into
a groove where you get one day off and you play, you get one day off
and you play, so from that standpoint I think guys are dialled in mentally
and ready for this home stretch."
'We look forward to these games': Habs embracing challenge of Leafs'
top end skill

The team has gone 7-1-1 since then. Only the Colorado Avalanche have
a better points percentage in that stretch.

The Canadiens will face the Maple Leafs six more times before the end
of the regular season, and the Habs feel that while Toronto is loaded with
high-end skill, the defensive structure implemented by interim head
coach Dominique Ducharme should have them ready for the challenge.

"It certainly is a time of the year when there's a lot of uncertainty," Holl
said. "Any time you're on a team that’s successful going into the trade
deadline, it's a better feeling."
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As the March 12 trade deadline quickly approaches, all signs point to
Maple Leafs' GM Kyle Dubas looking to bolster his roster. Head coach
Sheldon Keefe explains how he approaches the deadline from a coaches
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By Kristen Shilton

NHL trade activity had been limited this season because of the stagnant
salary cap and the requirement that traded players quarantine first before
suiting up for their new team.

TORONTO — Jack Campbell is on the cusp of making history.

But that changed Wednesday night with the New York Islanders
acquiring New Jersey Devils forwards Kyle Palmieri and Travis Zajac for
a first-round pick, a conditional fourth-rounder and two American Hockey
League forwards.

The Maple Leafs’ netminder is a perfect 9-0-0 this season, and a 10th
straight victory on Wednesday versus Montreal would pass John Ross
Roach (1925), Jacques Plante (1970-71) and Felix Potvin (1993-94) for
the longest winning streak in franchise history.
“I think our guys know [about the record] and they're obviously pulling for
Soup every night – whether something such as that is on the line or not,”
said coach Sheldon Keefe after Toronto’s morning skate on Wednesday.
“The guys have really rallied when Soup is in there. There's a lot of
positive energy surrounding him all the time – whether he's playing or
not. I think that's part of it and we're going to have to really dig in here
tonight.”
Campbell has been in control of the Leafs’ crease since Frederik
Andersen re-aggravated a lower-body injury in mid-March. Campbell has
been dealing with his own lingering leg injury that dates back to his first
start of the season in Calgary on Jan. 24, and it often forces him to miss
practice time.

That could start getting things moving leading up to the April 12 deadline
as contenders get their last shot this season to improve their teams for a
playoff run, and bottom-rung teams will be able to load up on prospects
and draft picks to aid their rebuilding programs. Plus, it's another
opportunity for teams to get their rosters in shape before the Seattle
Kraken's expansion draft July 21.
A look at teams that could be active:
Sellers
Buffalo Sabres: Though they're playing better since ending an 18-game
winless streak, they'll try to get something for their pending unrestricted
free agents. Even with his down year, Taylor Hall should get a nice
return. Defenseman Brandon Montour could draw interest.

But that only makes his unfolding season more impressive. Campbell is
not just undefeated to date, his .944 save percentage and 1.53 goalsagainst average are both tops in the NHL among goalies with at least six
starts. Over his nine starts, Campbell has only allowed three goals twice,
and has posted two shutouts.

Detroit Red Wings: General manager Steve Yzerman signed a bunch of
players to one-year deals last offseason so he could move them if
needed. Bobby Ryan and Marc Staal fit in that group. Other pending
unrestricted free agents include goalie Jonathan Bernier and Luke
Glendening.

Whatever injury limitations Campbell may be encountering, his attitude
always remains the same. And that’s what’s propelling the 29-year-old
netminder through the hottest run of his career.

New Jersey Devils: They may not be done. Their potential UFAs also
include Sami Vatanen and Dmitry Kulikov.

“He works every single day to the maximum that he can on the ice, off
the ice,” said Keefe. “He's a guy that the players love to be around no
matter the circumstance – when he's injured, when he’s healthy. When
you encounter him around the room, he makes it a better place with that
energy that he has, and he's done that since he arrived.”
Toronto has been leaning on Campbell to be a steadying force between
the pipes given the continued uncertainty around Andersen.
The Leafs didn’t bring Andersen on the four-game road trip they just
returned from, leaving him behind in Toronto to undergo further tests.
Keefe said on Wednesday that he had “no update” on Andersen’s
condition, but that he had recently been through another follow-up
appointment.

Ottawa Senators: Forward Ryan Dzingel was a previous trade deadline
move when the Senators dealt him to the Columbus Blue Jackets in
2019. The Senators reacquired him this season, but he could move
again. Rugged defenseman Erik Gudbranson is a pending UFA.
Anaheim Ducks: They're among the top spenders but are last in the
West. They don't have a lot of UFAs, but currently injured Rickard Rakell
has a year left on his deal. The Ducks moved top prospect Trevor Zegras
to the American Hockey League. A deadline move could bring him back
and get him more ice time. Backup goalie Ryan Miller could give a team
depth in net.
Boston Bruins: Their depth, particularly on defense, has been exposed
by injuries, and their secondary scoring is average. They don't have a lot
of cap space so they'll have to be creative.

Andersen hasn’t appeared on the ice in any capacity since March 19.
When asked directly if there was concern Andersen could be done for the
season, Keefe said no.

Florida Panthers: Though the Panthers are weathering the absence of
defenseman Aaron Ekblad, it might help to acquire a blue-liner in case
he's out longer than the projected 12 weeks.

Until Andersen’s status is determined, the Leafs will continue putting their
faith in Campbell to deliver – whether he earns that franchise record or
not.

Toronto Maple Leafs: GM Kyle Dubas has said he would be willing to
trade a top prospect for scoring help.

“It would be a huge credit to him and I'm sure it would feel good,” said
defenceman Justin Holl. “He’s been great so far. But at the same time,
our concern is basically winning every game and if we're able to do that,
then the rest will take care of itself.”
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USA TODAY / NHL trade deadline approaches: Which teams could be
buyers, sellers?

Mike Brehm
USA TODAY

Winnipeg Jets: They were already believed to be in the market for a
defenseman, plus forward Blake Wheeler is out indefinitely with
concussion-like symptoms after being elbowed in the head. But they're
tight against the salary cap.
Colorado Avalanche: They're surging at the right time and scoring depth
could help. Are they satisfied with recent acquisition Jonas Johansson or
do they go for more goaltending depth? They were knocked out of the
playoffs by injuries last year, including to their top goalie, Phiipp
Grubauer.
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